I. CALL TO ORDER

II. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES – February 11, 2020 Governance Committee

III. BYLAWS REVIEW SUGGESTIONS
   ➢ HEALTH CARE DIRECTORS COMPLIANCE DUTIES
   ➢ PRACTICAL GUIDANCE FOR HEALTH CARE BOARDS ON COMPLIANCE OVERSIGHT

IV. ESTABLISHING NEEDED BOARD MEMBER SKILLS TO SHARE WITH ASSEMBLY

V. INFORMATION
   ➢ BOARD SKILLS MATRIX
   ➢ BYLAWS

VI. COMMENTS

VII. ADJOURN
Called to order at 12:32 p.m. by Brenda Knapp, Committee Chair

Attendance:
Committee Members: Brenda Knapp, Rosemary Hagevig and Kenny Solomon-Gross
Board Members present: Iola Young
BRH Staff: Chuck Bill, CEO, Megan Costello, CLO, Rose Lawhorne, CNO, and Suzette Nelson Executive Assistant

Ms. Hagevig made a MOTION to approve the minutes from September 27, 2019. Mr. Solomon - Gross seconded and they were approved with no objections.

Ms. Knapp recapped the major Bylaw rewrite the board completed a few years ago. There was discussion of the pros and cons of integrating the quality and compliance committees since they are responsible for similar and sometimes overlapping material. Mr. Bill stated that he along with Megan, CLO, Nathan, Director of Compliance, will take a look to see if that integration is a possibility and if the staff is comfortable with that.

Moving forward, the committee agreed that they will individually do a deep dive into the current Bylaws and provide Anita Moffitt, Executive Assistant, with their suggested edits by Friday, February 28th. Once comments are compiled, they will be presented at the March or April Board of Directors meeting.

Mr. Bill provided a sample of a Board Skills Matrix from the Governance Institute for the committee to review. Ms. Young expressed that she believes it would be more productive if committee members individually mark their strong skills, rather than rate each other – which the group agreed. Mr. Bill will look into seeing if there is a version specifically for government owned hospitals.

Next Meeting: March 17, 2020 at 12:30 pm in BRH Boardroom

Adjourned at 1:30 p.m.
By Law Review Suggestions

Brenda:

When we meet I have several stylistic changes I would like to offer for consideration that I think would make reading and use of the bylaws easier. For example, the section headings listed in the table of contents such as “name and purpose” or “functions” need to also be listed in the text of the document. In terms of substantive changes in addition to the ones Kenny submitted I would like to look at the following:

1. Under Sec. 0164, we should seek to get a title 40 change so that the board would not be required to meet once a month but would be required to have no less than ten meetings a year.

2. Under Sec. 0154 we need to clarify the role and term of the past president on the executive committee.

3. Also under Sec. 0154, and as we discussed in our last meeting, I do want to look at the feasibility of combining the compliance and audit committee with the quality committee. I would also like to consider removing the term audit from the committee.

Kenny:

1. Sec. 0151 Organization Meeting – Need clarification and review of how we should annually elect officers.
2. Sec. 0153 Committees – Want to review the topic of combining compliance and audit committee with the quality committee
3. Sec. 0154 Committee Functions – 2B Finance Committee; review of due date as it relates to CBJ deadline.

Rosemary:

1. Combine Quality and Compliance and Audit Committees?
2. Consider “adhoc” Committee of the Whole
3. Sec. 0154 – Finance Committee item C – The year-end audited financial reports by an outside auditing firm shall be reviewed by the Finance Committee and the committee shall report conclusions to the Board at the next board meeting. Does this include the requirement for the full BOD to receive a full report on the audit from the audit firm?
4. Sec. 0154 – Planning Committee – This is where I suggest that this committee be considered “ad hoc” Committee of the Whole when certain major impact matters are being considered.
5. Sec. 0154 – Joint Conference Committee – Quarterly meetings?
6. Sec. 0181 – Official Minutes – Format of Quality Committee minutes needs to comply
Marshal:

1. Clarify and make consistent when a new board member starts their term. The by-laws, board manual and title 40 should all lead to the same conclusion.
2. Combining the Board Quality and the Compliance and Audit committees is not recommended as these two committees have entirely different roles. (Speak to Nathan Overson and Megan Costello about the differences.)

Chuck:

1. Sec. 0153 – Committees – establishing committees
2. Quality Committee – Item B – One member of the Quality Committee shall be appointed annually by the BOD to serve as board liaison to the staff Quality Improvement Committee (QIC)
3. Sec 0172 – Motions/Voting – Item 1 – A majority of the board members present?
4. Sec 0181 – Official Minutes – Item 2 – All minutes shall be filed in the office of the Administrator in a minute’s book or electronic format as the permanent record of the acts of the Board.
5. Sec 0211 – Appointment – The CEO of the hospital shall be a hospital administrator appointed by the BOD after consultation with the CBJ City Manager, only upon affirmative vote of a majority of the Board. (6 votes needed?)

Megan:

1. Bylaw section 154(1) Executive Committee: The bylaws as currently written and adopted allow the “Immediate past-president shall serve as an ex-officio voting member of the Executive Committee only for a term of one year following their last term of President.” There has been a suggestion to possibly change this, to remove the one year limitation for the past president. So that a past president could serve as an ex-officio voting member of the Executive committee for more than one year, in situations where the current president is the same as the past year’s president. (What we have currently with our Board).
   - This change does not pose legal issues, but is something the Hospital Board needs to agree on if it makes sense for the Executive Committee functions.
   - I do not know why it was written the way that it was, I imagine it was not a legal issue, but a suggestion with how to govern the board based on various board make-ups over the years.
   - The wording could be changed to suggest that only the most recent past president who is still on the Board may serve as an ex-officio voting member, as appropriate (I would suggest removing “shall”). To make it clear that it is not all the past presidents, but only the most recent, and remove the one year requirement:
     - One idea: “A Board Member who was the most recent past-president may serve as an ex-official voting member of the Executive Committee as appropriate.”
• Roberts Rules: I did not see anything obvious in the Roberts Rules that deals with this issue. The Roberts Rules continuously reference that Boards should follow their own bylaws, and that there is much lee-way on how to draft the bylaws. I think what is important is for the Hospital Board to decide how it wants this to function, make the change that will work for the Board now and in the future, and then follow the bylaws as amended.

2. Combining the Board Quality and Board Compliance committees:
• The Compliance reports are different than the Quality reports. If we combine the meetings, it would likely be one longer meeting with two separate reports.
• I did not find a legal requirement to have two separate Board Committees, but there are different requirements for the Compliance Program and the Quality Program, and I am not sure that it will save time or be more beneficial to combine into one Board meeting. The different functions are reflected in the current bylaws which explain the roles if each committee.
• The OIG recognizes different roles for Quality and Compliance:
  i. “The compliance function promotes the prevention, detection, and resolution of actions that do not conform to legal, policy, or business standards. This responsibility includes the obligation to develop policies and procedures that provide employees guidance, the creation of incentives to promote employee compliance, the development of plans to improve or sustain compliance, the development of metrics to measure execution (particularly by management) of the program and implementation of corrective actions, and the development of reports and dashboards that help management and the Board evaluate the effectiveness of the program.”
  ii. “The quality improvement function promotes consistent, safe, and high quality practices within health care organizations. This function improves efficiency and health outcomes by measuring and reporting on quality outcomes and recommends necessary changes to clinical processes to management and the Board. Quality improvement is critical to maintaining patient-centered care and helping the organization minimize risk of patient harm.”
• It is a requirement of CMS Condition of Participation for hospitals to monitor Quality, and the Medical Staff is accountable to the Hospital Board for the Quality of care. The guidance is that the Board should ensure that there is a structure and process to carefully review the data and address Quality of Care issues.
• The OIG does recommend a separate Compliance Committee to oversee the compliance officer if the size of the facility can accommodate it and a separate Board Quality Committee to oversee the Quality Department.
• The American Health Lawyer’s Association (AHLA) in concurrence with the OIG recommends that the Compliance Officer have a way to report to the Board, and at BRH that is primarily conducted through the Board Compliance Committee function. The AHLA also understands that oversight of Quality
(patient safety and care) is now a core responsibility of health care organization directors.

- I think it looks better to OIG and the regulators if we have separate meetings that show that BRH is taking these oversight roles seriously, and also that we understand the difference roles of the Quality and Compliance programs.
- I have attached two guidance documents that may be helpful to the Governance Committee and the overall Hospital Board on evaluating these roles.
- I think it could be helpful for the Compliance Officer and Quality Director to weigh in on this.

3. Other areas of the Bylaws I have comments on since:

- 0165 Notice: requires notice in a newspaper. I understand the CBJ is looking at changing this in the CBJ charter and code for the notification requirements, as the Juneau Empire has been having some issues, and may be going under. Recommend we change this bylaw to reflect that Notice will be completed for all meetings and committee meetings in accordance with the CBJ Code requirements, and additionally will be posted on the BRH website. (That way it will change depending on what the CBJ code requires.)
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Since the initial publication of the three corporate responsibility resource guides by the American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA) and the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), interest in the fiduciary duty of health care boards of directors, as it relates to compliance and quality, has continued to increase. Quality, cost efficiency, waste, and fraud are issues that are even more meaningful in light of the current health care reform debate.

In a recent survey\(^1\) of published articles on governing board functions and responsibilities, the findings showed a very large increase in such articles published this decade. In the early 2000s, however, only a small minority of these related to quality and safety. By the late 2000s, nearly half related to quality and safety.


The three articles in this AHLA-OIG Corporate Responsibilities Series now being reissued by The Governance Institute progressed in a similar direction—from a focus on defining the board’s duty of care in the post-Sarbanes-Oxley and health care regulatory compliance context through a careful look at the roles of the general counsel and the chief compliance officer, to a specific look at corporate responsibility and health care quality.

Meanwhile, developments in corporate governance, fiduciary liability, non-profit organization oversight, and related areas continue to influence fiduciary duty in the health care setting. Case law continues to address standards of director conduct.\(^2\) The IRS has stepped up its activities in the non-profit arena, both with the release of its more detailed Form 990 and further guidance on corporate governance. The economic crisis of 2008–2009 has brought renewed scrutiny of boards of directors’ actions, including those of non-profit boards.\(^3\)

State and federal enforcement agencies also are demonstrating a growing recognition of the role of health care boards in promoting quality of care and ensuring compliance with federal health care program rules. In a number of cases involving the provision of substandard care to Medicare and Medicaid patients, the responsible medical professional and the hospital have been held responsible for the failure to provide quality care. In a number of recent fraud settlements, the OIG has imposed corporate integrity agreements that require boards to provide heightened scrutiny of their institutions’ compliance systems and to take responsibility for the effectiveness of internal controls. The New York State Office of Medicaid Inspector General also has a specific focus on compliance oversight obligations of governing boards and stated its intention to pursue enforcement actions in the appropriate cases.

The ongoing efforts to reform the nation’s health care system also implicate the boards of health care institutions. As part of the movement to improve outcomes and reduce health care costs, Medicare and Medicaid are beginning to link hospital payments to the quality of care. In addition to financially rewarding hospitals that improve care, Medicare and some other public and private insurers also are starting to refuse payment for preventable errors. As the link between payment and quality of care grows, boards will need to be involved in the oversight of the care provided by their health care institutions.

In light of these developments, the three resource guides in this AHLA-OIG Corporate Responsibility Series are increasingly relevant for boards of health care organizations. We are grateful to The Governance Institute for its support and assistance in making this information available.

---


The AHLA-OIG Corporate Responsibility Series (Series) consists of three corporate compliance guidance resources:

- *Corporate Responsibility and Health Care Quality* (2007)

Individually and collectively, the components of this Series were intended as an educational resource to assist governing board members of health care organizations to more responsibly carry out their compliance plan oversight obligations under applicable law.

Given the increasing emphasis on corporate compliance from legislative, regulatory, and public policy perspectives, the need to provide board-level compliance guidance is greater than ever. For these reasons, the Series is being reissued, with the gracious assistance of The Governance Institute. The following is an “executive briefing” synopsis of each of the three components of the Series.

### Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance

**☑ Theme:** The expansion of health care regulatory enforcement and compliance activities and heightened attention being given to the responsibilities of health care directors are critically important to all health care organizations. It is thus appropriate to evaluate the health care board’s unique fiduciary duty of compliance plan oversight and how that duty may be satisfied.

**☑ Key Points:**
- The duty of compliance plan oversight arises from the director’s fundamental fiduciary duty of care.
- Specifically, “[A] director’s obligations include a duty to attempt in good faith to assure that a corporate information and reporting system, which the board concludes is adequate, exists, and that failure to do so under some circumstances, may, in theory at least, render a director liable for losses caused by non-compliance with applicable legal standards.” This is the so-called *Caremark* standard.4
- The circumstances of each organization differ and application of the duty of care and consequent reasonable inquiry will need to be tailored to each specific set of facts and circumstances.

**☑ Practical Applications:** While the opinion in *Caremark* established a board’s duty to oversee a compliance program, it did not enumerate a specific methodology for doing so. This particular compliance resource is designed to assist health care directors in exercising that responsibility by offering a series of suggested questions for directors. Several “structural” questions explore the board’s understanding of the scope of the organization’s compliance program. The remaining questions are directed to the operations of the compliance program and may facilitate the board’s understanding of its compliance program.

**☑ Why Still Relevant:** Regulators and other third parties continue to evaluate the board’s exercise of its compliance plan oversight duties. For example, the New York State Medicaid Inspector General has made it clear by regulation that directors may be held accountable for ineffective oversight that contributes to compliance violations. Further, a series of decisions of the influential Delaware courts continue to apply the framework of the *Caremark* standard.

### An Integrated Approach to Corporate Compliance

**☑ Theme:** The health care entity governing board plays an important role in reconciling differing views (e.g., legislative, OIG, American Bar Association) regarding the proper role of the general counsel in health care compliance. The governing board should monitor the roles of the general counsel and the chief compliance officer in supporting the board’s compliance oversight responsibilities.

**☑ Key Points:**
- Recent developments in the corporate and securities world have refocused attention on effective corporate governance and the role of the general counsel in promoting ethical conduct and compliance with the law.
- Consideration of the role of the general counsel in overseeing compliance programs has been ongoing.
- The OIG has historically perceived some risk where an otherwise independent compliance function is subordinate to the general counsel or financial officer.

---

• The Code of Professional Responsibility in many states requires lawyers to report “up the ladder” violations of the law by officers, employees, or agents.
• The American Bar Association has taken the view that the general counsel should have primary responsibility for assuring the implementation of an effective legal compliance system under the board’s oversight.
• A board member overseeing the compliance function should understand how the organization is addressing the issue of the role of the general counsel and chief compliance officer in the implementation of the organization’s compliance plan.

☑ Practical Applications: This particular compliance resource includes a series of suggested questions/areas of inquiry that directors should pursue to ensure that (a) the board understands the role of the general counsel and the chief compliance officer in supporting the organization’s corporate compliance program, and (b) appropriate processes are in place to assure the board that it receives appropriate information and candid assessments arising out of the compliance program in a timely manner. These suggested questions and related commentary recognize that boards may consider a variety of approaches in addressing these issues.

☑ Why Still Relevant: The interplay between the general counsel and the chief compliance officer remains of critical importance, especially as it relates to the board’s ability to receive reports on compliance in a coordinated, comprehensive manner. Further, as recent Corporate Integrity Agreements have noted, the OIG continues to believe that compliance “checks and balances” are more effectively maintained when the compliance function is separated from management functions (e.g., the general counsel).

Corporate Responsibility and Health Care Quality

☒ Theme: With a new era of focus on quality and patient safety rapidly emerging, oversight of quality is becoming more clearly recognized as a core fiduciary responsibility of health care organization directors. Boards have distinct compliance-related responsibilities in this area because quality of care is perceived as an enforcement priority for health care regulators.

☑ Key Points:
• Director obligations to monitor organizational quality of care arise from three particular bases: 1) the basic duty of care and the director’s obligation to oversee day-to-day corporate operations; 2) the related duty to oversee the compliance program; and 3) the duty of obedience to corporate purpose/mission (e.g., conduct of the institution as a hospital).
• These duties are in addition to traditional board obligations with respect to supervising medical staff credentialing decisions.
• Many new financial relationships address quality of care issues, e.g., pay-for-performance programs, gainsharing, and outcomes management arrangements, among others.
• Government enforcement authorities are increasingly focusing on the quality of care provided to beneficiaries of federal and state health care programs and the organization’s related legal liability profile.

☑ Practical Applications: This particular compliance resource seeks to help the health entity board as it develops an understanding of relevant quality and patient safety issues, and focuses on performance goals that help the organization provide the best quality and most efficient care. Accordingly, this resource includes a series of suggested questions that may be helpful as the board examines the scope and operation of the organization’s quality and safety initiatives.

☑ Why Still Relevant: Health care quality and patient safety issues are at the forefront of multiple health care reform initiatives at both the federal and state level. Amendments to the False Claims Act increase the potential for substantial quality of care-based and similar enforcement actions related to quality of care concerns. Recent regulatory initiatives by the New York State Medicaid Inspector General demonstrate how quality of care oversight can be interpreted as a component part of an “effective” corporate compliance plan for a health care provider.
I. Introduction

As corporate responsibility issues fill the headlines, corporate directors are coming under greater scrutiny. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, state legislation, agency pronouncements, court cases, and scholarly writings offer a myriad of rules, regulations, prohibitions, and interpretations in this area. While all Boards of Directors must address these issues, directors of health care organizations also have important responsibilities that need to be met relating to corporate compliance requirements unique to the health care industry. The expansion of health care regulatory enforcement and compliance activities and the heightened attention being given to the responsibilities of corporate directors are critically important to all health care organizations. In this context, enhanced oversight of corporate compliance programs is widely viewed as consistent with and essential to ongoing federal and state corporate responsibility initiatives.

Our complex health care system needs dedicated and knowledgeable directors at the helm of both for-profit and non-profit corporations. This educational resource, co-sponsored by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and the American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA), the leading health law educational organization, seeks to assist directors of health care organizations in carrying out their important oversight responsibilities in the current challenging health care environment. Improving the knowledge base and effectiveness of those serving on health care organization boards will help to achieve the important goal of continuously improving the U.S. health care system.

A. Fiduciary Responsibilities

The fiduciary duties of directors reflect the expectation of corporate stakeholders regarding oversight of corporate affairs. The basic fiduciary duty of care principle, which requires a director to act in good faith with the care an ordinarily prudent person would exercise under similar circumstances, is being tested in the current corporate climate. Personal liability for directors, including removal, civil damages, and tax liability, as well as damage to reputation, appears not so far from reality as once widely believed. Accordingly, a basic understanding of the director’s fiduciary obligations and how the duty of care may be exercised in overseeing the company’s compliance systems has become essential.

Embedded within the duty of care is the concept of reasonable inquiry. In other words, directors should make inquiries to management to obtain information necessary to satisfy their duty of care. Although in the Caremark case, also discussed later in this educational resource, the court found that the Caremark board did not breach its fiduciary duty, the court’s opinion also stated the following: “[A] director’s obligation includes a duty to attempt in good faith to assure that a corporate information and reporting system, which the Board concludes is adequate, exists, and that failure to do so under some circumstances, may, in theory at least, render a director liable for losses caused by non-compliance with applicable legal standards.” Clearly, the organization may be at risk and directors, under extreme circumstances, also may be at risk if they fail to reasonably oversee the organization’s compliance program or act as mere passive recipients of information.

On the other hand, courts traditionally have been loath to second-guess Boards of Directors that have followed a careful and thoughtful process in their deliberations, even where ultimate outcomes for the corporation have been negative. Similarly, courts have consistently upheld the distinction between the duties of Boards of Directors and the duties of management. The responsibility of directors is to provide oversight, not manage day-to-day affairs. It is the process the Board follows in establishing that it had access to sufficient information and that it has asked appropriate questions that is most critical to meeting its duty of care.

B. Purpose of this Document

This educational resource is designed to help health care organization directors ask knowledgeable and appropriate questions related to health care corporate compliance. These questions are not intended to set forth any specific standard of care. Rather, this resource will help corporate directors to establish, and affirmatively demonstrate, that they have followed a reasonable compliance oversight process.

Of course, the circumstances of each organization differ and application of the duty of care and consequent reasonable inquiry will need to be tailored to each specific set of facts and circumstances. However, compliance with the fraud and abuse laws and other federal and state regulatory laws applicable to health care organizations is essential for the lawful behavior and corporate success of such organizations. While these laws can be complex, effective compliance is an asset for
both the organization and the health care delivery system. It is hoped that this educational resource is useful to health care organization directors in exercising their oversight responsibilities and supports their ongoing efforts to promote effective corporate compliance.

II. Duty of Care

Of the principal fiduciary obligations/duties owed by directors to their corporations, the one duty specifically implicated by corporate compliance programs is the duty of care.1

As the name implies, the duty of care refers to the obligation of corporate directors to exercise the proper amount of care in their decision-making process. State statutes that create the duty of care and court cases that interpret it usually are identical for both for-profit and non-profit corporations.

In most states, duty of care involves determining whether the directors acted (1) in “good faith,” (2) with that level of care that an ordinarily prudent person would exercise in like circumstances, and (3) in a manner that they reasonably believe is in the best interest of the corporation. In analyzing whether directors have complied with this duty, it is necessary to address each of these elements separately.

The “good faith” analysis usually focuses upon whether the matter or transaction at hand involves any improper financial benefit to an individual, and/or whether any intent exists to take advantage of the corporation (a corollary to the duty of loyalty). The “reasonable inquiry” test asks whether the directors conducted the appropriate level of due diligence to allow them to make an informed decision. In other words, directors must be aware of what is going on about them in the corporate business and must, in appropriate circumstances, make such reasonable inquiry as would an ordinarily prudent person under similar circumstances. Finally, directors are obligated to act in a manner that they reasonably believe to be in the best interests of the corporation. This normally relates to the directors’ state of mind with respect to the issues at hand.

In considering directors’ fiduciary obligations, it is important to recognize that the appropriate standard of care is not “perfection.” Directors are not required to know everything about a topic they are asked to consider. They may, where justified, rely on the advice of management and outside advisors.

Furthermore, many courts apply the “business judgment rule” to determine whether a director’s duty of care has been met with respect to corporate decisions. The rule provides, in essence, that a director will not be held liable for a decision made in good faith, where the director is disinterested, reasonably informed under the circumstances, and rationally believes the decision to be in the best interest of the corporation.

Director obligations with respect to the duty of care arise in two distinct contexts:

- The Decision-Making Function: The application of duty of care principles to a specific decision or a particular board action, and
- The Oversight Function: The application of duty of care principles with respect to the general activity of the board in overseeing the day-to-day business operations of the corporation, i.e., the exercise of reasonable care to assure that corporate executives carry out their management responsibilities and comply with the law.

Directors’ obligations with respect to corporate compliance programs arise within the context of that oversight function. The leading case in this area, viewed as applicable to all health care organizations, provides that a director has two principal obligations with respect to the oversight function. A director has a duty to attempt in good faith to assure that (1) a corporate information and reporting system exists, and (2) this reporting system is adequate to assure the board that appropriate information as to compliance with applicable laws will come to its attention in a timely manner as a matter of ordinary operations.2 In Caremark, the court addressed the circumstances in which corporate directors may be held liable for breach of the duty of care by failing to adequately supervise corporate employees whose misconduct caused the corporation to violate the law.

In its opinion, the Caremark court observed that the level of detail that is appropriate for such an information system is a matter of business judgment. The court also acknowledged that no

---

1 The other two core fiduciary duty principals are the duty of loyalty and the duty of obedience to purpose.
2 In re Caremark International Inc. Derivative Litigation, 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Ch. 1996). A shareholder sued the Board of Directors of Caremark for breach of the fiduciary duty of care. The lawsuit followed a multi-million dollar civil settlement and criminal plea relating to the payment of kickbacks to physicians and improper billing to federal health care programs.
rationally designed information and reporting system will remove the possibility that the corporation will violate applicable laws or otherwise fail to identify corporate acts potentially inconsistent with relevant law.

Under these circumstances, a director’s failure to reasonably oversee the implementation of a compliance program may put the organization at risk and, under extraordinary circumstances, expose individual directors to personal liability for losses caused by the corporate non-compliance. Of course, crucial to the oversight function is the fundamental principle that a director is entitled to rely, in good faith, on officers and employees as well as corporate professional experts/advisors in whom the director believes such confidence is merited. A director, however, may be viewed as not acting in good faith if she is aware of facts suggesting that such reliance is unwarranted.

In addition, the duty of care test involving reasonable inquiry has not been interpreted to require the director to exercise “proactive vigilance” or to “ferret out” corporate wrongdoing absent a particular warning or a “red flag.” Rather, the duty to make reasonable inquiry increases when “suspicions are aroused or should be aroused”—that is, when the director is presented with extraordinary facts or circumstances of a material nature (e.g., indications of financial improprieties, self-dealing, or fraud), or a major governmental investigation. Absent the presence of suspicious conduct or events, directors are entitled to rely on the senior leadership team in the performance of its duties. Directors are not otherwise obligated to anticipate future problems of the corporation.

Thus, in exercising her duty of care, the director is obligated to exercise general supervision and control with respect to corporate officers. However, once presented (through the compliance program or otherwise) with information that causes (or should cause) concerns to be aroused, the director is then obligated to make further inquiry until such time as her concerns are satisfactorily addressed and favorably resolved. Thus, while the corporate director is not expected to serve as a compliance officer, she is expected to oversee senior management’s operation of the compliance program.

III. The Unique Challenges of Health Care Organization Directors

The health care industry operates in a heavily regulated environment with a variety of identifiable risk areas. An effective compliance program helps mitigate those risks. In addition to the challenges associated with patient care, health care providers are subject to voluminous and sometimes complex sets of rules governing the coverage and reimbursement of medical services. Because federal and state-sponsored health care programs play such a significant role in paying for health care, material non-compliance with these rules can present substantial risks to the health care provider. In addition to recoupment of improper payments, the Medicare, Medicaid and other government health care programs can impose a range of sanctions against health care businesses that engage in fraudulent practices.

Particularly given the current “corporate responsibility” environment, health care organization directors should be concerned with the manner in which they carry out their duty to oversee corporate compliance programs. Depending upon the nature of the corporation, there are a variety of parties that might in extreme circumstances seek to hold corporate directors personally liable for allegedly breaching the duty of oversight with respect to corporate compliance. With respect to for-profit corporations, the most likely individuals to bring a case against the directors are corporate shareholders in a derivative suit, or to a limited degree, a regulatory agency such as the Securities and Exchange Commission. With respect to nonprofit corporations, the most likely person to initiate such action is the state attorney general, who may seek equitable relief against the director (e.g., removal) or damages. It is also possible (depending upon state law) that a dissenting director, or the corporate member, could assert a derivative-type action against the directors allegedly responsible for the “inattention,” seeking removal or damages.

Over the last decade, the risks associated with non-compliance have grown dramatically. The government has dedicated substantial resources, including the addition of criminal investigators and prosecutors, to respond to health care fraud and abuse. In

3 Law is not static, and different states will have different legal developments and standards. Standards may also vary depending on whether an entity is for profit or non-profit. Boards of public health care entities may have additional statutory obligations and should be aware of state and federal statutory requirements applicable to them.
addition to government investigators and auditors, private whistleblowers play an important role in identifying allegedly fraudulent billing schemes and other abusive practices. Health care providers can be found liable for submitting claims for reimbursement in reckless disregard or deliberate ignorance of the truth, as well as for intentional fraud. Because the False Claims Act authorizes the imposition of damages of up to three times the amount of the fraud and civil monetary penalties of $11,000 per false claim, record level fines and penalties have been imposed against individuals and health care organizations that have violated the law.

In addition to criminal and civil monetary penalties, health care providers that are found to have defrauded the federal health care programs may be excluded from participation in these programs. The effect of an exclusion can be profound because those excluded will not receive payment under Medicare, Medicaid or other federal health care programs for items or services provided to program beneficiaries. The authorities of the OIG provide for mandatory exclusion for a minimum of five years for a conviction with respect to the delivery of a health care item or service. The presence of aggravating circumstances in a case can lead to a lengthier period of exclusion. Of perhaps equal concern to board members, the OIG also has the discretion to exclude providers for certain conduct even absent a criminal conviction. Such conduct includes participation in a fraud scheme, the payment or receipt of kickbacks, and failing to provide services of a quality that meets professionally recognized standards. In lieu of imposing exclusion in these instances, the OIG may require an organization to implement a comprehensive compliance program, requiring independent audits, OIG oversight and annual reporting requirements, commonly referred to as a Corporate Integrity Agreement.

As compliance programs have matured and new challenges have been identified, health care organization boards of directors have sought ways to help their organization’s compliance program accomplish its objectives. Although health care organization directors may come from diverse backgrounds and business experiences, an individual director can make a valuable contribution toward the compliance objective by asking practical questions of management and contributing her experiences from other industries. While the opinion in *Caremark* established a Board’s duty to oversee a compliance program, it did not enumerate a specific methodology for doing so. It is therefore important that directors participate in the development of this process. This educational resource is designed to assist health care organization directors in exercising that responsibility.

**V. Suggested Questions for Directors**

Periodic consideration of the following questions and commentary may be helpful to a health care organization’s Board of Directors. The structural questions explore the Board’s understanding of the scope of the organization’s compliance program. The remaining questions, addressing operational issues, are directed to the operations of the compliance program and may facilitate the Board’s understanding of the vitality of its compliance program.

**A. Structural Questions**

1. How is the compliance program structured and who are the key employees responsible for its implementation and operation? How is the Board structured to oversee compliance issues?

The success of a compliance program relies upon assigning high-level personnel to oversee its implementation and operations. The Board may wish as well to establish a committee or other subset of the Board to monitor compliance program operations and regularly report to the Board.
2. How does the organization’s compliance reporting system work? How frequently does the Board receive reports about compliance issues?

Although the frequency of reports on the status of the compliance program will depend on many circumstances, health care organization Boards should receive reports on a regular basis. Issues that are frequently addressed include (1) what the organization has done in the past with respect to the program and (2) what steps are planned for the future and why those steps are being taken.

3. What are the goals of the organization’s compliance program? What are the inherent limitations in the compliance program? How does the organization address these limitations?

The adoption of a corporate compliance program by an organization creates standards and processes that it should be able to rely upon and against which it may be held accountable. A solid understanding of the rationale and objectives of the compliance program, as well as its goals and inherent limitations, is essential if the Board is to evaluate the reasonableness of its design and the effectiveness of its operation. If the Board has unrealistic expectations of its compliance program, it may place undue reliance on its ability to detect vulnerabilities. Furthermore, compliance programs will not prevent all wrongful conduct and the Board should be satisfied that there are mechanisms to ensure timely reporting of suspected violations and to evaluate and implement remedial measures.

4. Does the compliance program address the significant risks of the organization? How were those risks determined and how are new compliance risks identified and incorporated into the program?

Health care organizations operate in a highly regulated industry and must address various standards, government program conditions of participation and reimbursement, and other standards applicable to corporate citizens irrespective of industry. A comprehensive ongoing process of compliance risk assessment is important to the Board’s awareness of new challenges to the organization and its evaluation of management’s priorities and program resource allocation.

5. What will be the level of resources necessary to implement the compliance program as envisioned by the Board? How has management determined the adequacy of the resources dedicated to implementing and sustaining the compliance program?

From the outset, it is important to have a realistic understanding of the resources necessary to implement and sustain the compliance program as adopted by the Board. The initial investment in establishing a compliance infrastructure and training the organization’s employees can be significant. With the adoption of a compliance program, the organization is making a long term commitment of resources because effective compliance systems are not static programs but instead embrace continuous improvement. Quantifying the organization’s investment in compliance efforts gives the Board the ability to consider the feasibility of implementation plans against compliance program goals. Such investment may include annual budgetary commitments as well as direct and indirect human resources dedicated to compliance. To help ensure that the organization is realizing a return on its compliance investment, the Board also should consider how management intends to measure the effectiveness of its compliance program. One measure of effectiveness may be the Board’s heightened sensitivity to compliance risk areas.

B. Operational Questions

The following questions are suggested to assist the Board in its periodic evaluation of the effectiveness of the organization’s compliance program and the sufficiency of its reporting systems.

1. Code of Conduct—How has the Code of Conduct or its equivalent been incorporated into corporate policies across the organization? How do we know that the Code is understood and accepted across the organization? Has management taken affirmative steps to publicize the importance of the Code to all of its employees?

Regardless of its title, a Code of Conduct is fundamental to a successful compliance program because it articulates the organization’s commitment to ethical behavior. The Code should function in the same way as a constitution, i.e., as a document that details the fundamental principles, values, and
framework for action within the organization. The Code of Conduct helps define the organization’s culture—all relevant operating policies are derivative of its principles. As such, codes are of real benefit only if meaningfully communicated and accepted throughout the organization.

2. Policies and Procedures—Has the organization implemented policies and procedures that address compliance risk areas and established internal controls to counter those vulnerabilities?

If the Code of Conduct reflects the organization’s ethical philosophy, then its policies and procedures represent the organization’s response to the day-to-day risks that it confronts while operating in the current health care system. These policies and procedures help reduce the prospect of erroneous claims, as well as fraudulent activity by identifying and responding to risk areas. Because compliance risk areas evolve with the changing reimbursement rules and enforcement climate, the organization’s policies and procedures also need periodic review and, where appropriate, revision. Regular consultation with counsel, including reports to the Board, can assist the Board in its oversight responsibilities in this changing environment.

3. Compliance Infrastructure
   a. Does the Compliance Officer have sufficient authority to implement the compliance program? Has management provided the Compliance Officer with the autonomy and sufficient resources necessary to perform assessments and respond appropriately to misconduct?

   Designating and delegating appropriate authority to a compliance officer is essential to the success of the organization’s compliance program. For example, the Compliance Officer must have the authority to review all documents and other information that are relevant to compliance activities. Boards should ensure that lines of reporting within management and to the Board, and from the Compliance Officer and consultants, are sufficient to ensure timely and candid reports for those responsible for the compliance program. In addition, the Compliance Officer must have sufficient personnel and financial resources to implement fully all aspects of the compliance program.

   b. Have compliance-related responsibilities been assigned across the appropriate levels of the organization? Are employees held accountable for meeting these compliance-related objectives during performance reviews?

   The successful implementation of a compliance program requires the distribution throughout the organization of compliance-related responsibilities. The Board should satisfy itself that management has developed a system that establishes accountability for proper implementation of the compliance program. The experience of many organizations is that program implementation lags where there is poor distribution of responsibility, authority and accountability beyond the Compliance Officer.

4. Measures to Prevent Violations
   a. What is the scope of compliance-related education and training across the organization? Has the effectiveness of such training been assessed? What policies/measures have been developed to enforce training requirements and to provide remedial training as warranted?

   A critical element of an effective compliance program is a system of effective organization-wide training on compliance standards and procedures. In addition, there should be specific training on identified risk areas, such as claims development and submission and marketing practices. Because it can represent a significant commitment of resources, the Board should understand the scope and effectiveness of the educational program to assess the return on that investment.

   b. How is the Board kept apprised of significant regulatory and industry developments affecting the organization’s risk? How is the compliance program structured to address such risks?

---

4 There are a variety of materials available to assist health care organizations in this regard. For example, both sponsoring organizations of this educational resource offer various materials and guidance, accessible through their web sites, www.healthlawyers.org and www.oig.hhs.gov.
The Board’s oversight of its compliance program occurs in the context of significant regulatory and industry developments that impact the organization not only as a health care organization but more broadly as a corporate entity. Without such information, it cannot reasonably assess the steps being taken by management to mitigate such risks and reasonably rely on management’s judgment.

c. **How are “at risk” operations assessed from a compliance perspective? Is conformance with the organization’s compliance program periodically evaluated? Does the organization periodically evaluate the effectiveness of the compliance program?**

Compliance risk is further mitigated through internal review processes. Monitoring and auditing provide early identification of program or operational weaknesses and may substantially reduce exposure to government or whistleblower claims. Although many assessment techniques are available, one effective tool is the performance of regular, periodic compliance audits by internal or external auditors. In addition to evaluating the organization’s conformance with reimbursement or other regulatory rules, or the legality of its business arrangements, an effective compliance program periodically reviews whether the compliance program’s elements have been satisfied.

d. **What processes are in place to ensure that appropriate remedial measures are taken in response to identified weaknesses?**

Responding appropriately to deficiencies or suspected non-compliance is essential. Failure to comply with the organization’s compliance program, or violation of applicable laws and other types of misconduct, can threaten the organization’s status as a reliable and trustworthy provider of health care. Moreover, failure to respond to a known deficiency may be considered an aggravating circumstance in evaluating the organization’s potential liability for the underlying problem.

5. **Measures to Respond to Violations**

a. **What is the process by which the organization evaluates and responds to suspected compliance violations? How are reporting systems, such as the compliance hotline, monitored to verify appropriate resolution of reported matters?**

Compliance issues may range from simple overpayments to be returned to the payor to possible criminal violations. The Board’s duty of care requires that it explore whether procedures are in place to respond to credible allegations of misconduct and whether management promptly initiates corrective measures. Many organizations take disciplinary actions when a responsible employee’s conduct violates the organization’s Code of Conduct and policies. Disciplinary measures should be enforced consistently.

b. **Does the organization have policies that address the appropriate protection of “whistleblowers” and those accused of misconduct?**

For a compliance program to work, employees must be able to ask questions and report problems. In its fulfillment of its duty of care, the Board should determine that the organization has a process in place to encourage such constructive communication.

c. **What is the process by which the organization evaluates and responds to suspected compliance violations? What policies address the protection of employees and the preservation of relevant documents and information?**

Legal risk may exist based not only on the conduct under scrutiny, but also on the actions taken by the organization in response to the investigation. In addition to a potential obstruction of a government investigation, the organization may face charges by employees that it has unlawfully retaliated or otherwise violated employee rights. It is important, therefore, that organizations respond appropriately to a suspected compliance violation and, more critically, to a government investigation without damaging the corporation or the individuals involved. The Board should confirm that processes and policies
for such responses have been developed in consultation with legal counsel and are well communicated and understood across the organization.

d. What guidelines have been established for reporting compliance violations to the Board?

As discussed, the Board should fully understand management’s process for evaluating and responding to identified violations of the organization’s policies, as well as applicable federal and state laws. In addition, the Board should receive sufficient information to evaluate the appropriateness of the organization’s response.

e. What policies govern the reporting to government authorities of probable violations of law?

Different organizations will have various policies for investigating probable violations of law. Federal law encourages organizations to self-disclose wrongdoing to the federal government. Health care organizations and their counsel have taken varied approaches to making such disclosures. Boards may want to inquire as to whether the organization has developed a policy on when to consider such disclosures.

VI. Conclusion

The corporate director, whether voluntary or compensated, is a bedrock of the health care delivery system. The oversight activities provided by the director help form the corporate vision, and at the same time promote an environment of corporate responsibility that protects the mission of the corporation and the health care consumers it serves.

Even in this “corporate responsibility” environment, the health care corporate director who is mindful of her fundamental duties and obligations, and sensitive to the premises of corporate responsibility, should be confident in the knowledge that she can pursue governance service without needless concern about personal liability for breach of fiduciary duty and without creating an adversarial relationship with management.

The perspectives shared in this educational resource are intended to assist the health care director in performing the important and necessary service of oversight of the corporate compliance program. In so doing, it is hoped that fiduciary service will appear less daunting and provide a greater opportunity to “make a difference” in the delivery of health care.
I. Introduction

As a supplement to the publication, Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance, a joint educational effort of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the American Health Lawyers Association (AHHLA), this document addresses the roles of the in-house corporate general counsel (General Counsel) and an organization’s Chief Compliance Officer in supporting the compliance oversight function of health care organization governing boards (Boards of Directors or Boards). This supplemental educational resource addresses issues raised by recent developments in the law with respect to corporate responsibility and lawyers’ professional ethics, the modifications to the U.S. Sentencing Commission’s Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations (Sentencing Guidelines), and the recommendations of the American Bar Association Task Force on Corporate Responsibility (ABA Task Force). It addresses these issues in the unique context of health care compliance and health care law, particularly in light of the expressed view of the OIG regarding the risk of structuring an organization’s compliance function as subordinate to the General Counsel function.

Recent developments in the corporate and securities world have refocused attention on effective corporate governance and the role of the General Counsel in promoting ethical conduct and compliance with the law. The health care field has certainly witnessed its share of high profile corporate misconduct cases. While corporate compliance programs are well established in most health care industry segments, they continue to evolve in response to emerging “best practices” and changes in the business environment. All of this suggests that there is value in examining the interplay in the roles of the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer in supporting the Board’s compliance oversight responsibilities.

Consideration of the role of the General Counsel in overseeing compliance programs has been ongoing. In 1998, the OIG stated the following:

“The OIG believes that there is some risk to establishing an independent compliance function if that function is subordinate[te] to the hospital’s [G]eneral [C]ounsel, or comptroller or similar hospital financial officer. Freestanding compliance functions help to ensure independent and objective legal reviews and financial analyses of the institution’s compliance efforts and activities. By separating the compliance function from the key management positions of [G]eneral [C]ounsel or chief hospital financial officer (where the size and structure of the hospital make this a feasible option), a system of checks and balances is established to more effectively achieve the goals of the compliance program.”

In a similar vein, in a September 5, 2003, letter to Tenet Healthcare Corporation, United States Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA) observed:

“Apparently, neither Tenet nor (its General Counsel) saw any conflict in her wearing two hats as Tenet’s General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer . . . . It doesn’t take a pig farmer from Iowa to smell the stench of conflict in that arrangement.”

On the other hand, when assessing the role of the General Counsel in an organization’s corporate governance program, the ABA Task Force recommends that:

“The [G]eneral [C]ounsel of a public corporation should have primary responsibility for assuring the implementation of an effective legal compliance system under the oversight of the board of directors.”

So how do we reconcile these views? What role should the General Counsel play in health care organization corporate compliance? To what extent should Boards seek out and rely upon the organization’s Chief Compliance Officer? What should be the relationship between the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer? What can a Board expect regarding interactions with company legal counsel (both in-house and outside) in the new environment of corporate responsibility?


5 See supra note 2, at 32. The Task Force report affirms the application of its recommendations to non-public organizations as well. Id. at 31.
In light of the OIG position regarding the separation of the compliance function from the General Counsel, some health care organizations and advisors reportedly have taken a stringent view of this concept of separation, treating it more in the nature of a “requirement.” Some have even gone so far as to view an otherwise independent compliance officer with a law degree as potentially undercutting the effectiveness of the compliance program. On the other hand, in light of recent developments in the area of lawyer professional responsibility, some may now believe that persons in the position of General Counsel are mandated to assume responsibility in the compliance area.

In reality, a variety of structures for organizing the compliance function is in place in health care organizations. As reflected in the results of a survey conducted by the American Health Lawyers Association and the Health Care Compliance Association, attached as Appendix A, some organizations operate with the same person serving as General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer, while others assign these functions to distinct individuals and/or departments. Nevertheless, a board member overseeing the compliance function should understand how the organization is addressing the issue of the roles of the General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer in the implementation of the organization’s compliance program. This supplemental educational resource is intended to provide the conscientious director with additional assistance in evaluating the organization’s approach to this important question.

II. The Role of the General Counsel

As discussed at length in Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance, directors are entitled to rely, in good faith, on officers, employees, and corporate advisors in fulfilling their duty to exercise active oversight and informed judgment on behalf of the corporation. Consequently, the General Counsel, as well as outside lawyers, plays a critical role in the organizational reporting systems that provide information on compliance issues to management and the Board. The contributions lawyers can make to corporate governance include the role of counselor to the Board as it exercises its critical oversight obligation. In this function, lawyers assist the Board in understanding relevant laws and regulations and in analyzing the associated business risks.

As part of the effort to reinforce the role of lawyers in promoting corporate responsibility and compliance with the law, an ABA Task Force examined the professional conduct of lawyers in internal corporate governance. On March 31, 2003, the Task Force issued its report on corporate responsibility. The report called upon lawyers (specifically, the General Counsel) to “assist in the design and maintenance of the corporation’s procedures for promoting legal compliance.” The report also enumerated a series of recommended governance “best practices” consistent with this emphasis on the role of lawyers in promoting corporate responsibility and developing practices designed to enhance lawyer/client communication on compliance matters.

These recommendations included assigning to the General Counsel the primary responsibility for assuring an effective legal compliance system. To provide the Board with information and analysis necessary to fulfill its oversight responsibilities, the ABA Task Force recommended that the General Counsel meet regularly and in executive session with a committee composed of independent directors to review and communicate concerns with respect to legal compliance matters faced by the corporation. Additionally, the report suggested the creation of direct lines of communication between outside counsel for the corporation and the General Counsel to inform the General Counsel of potential or ongoing violations of law by the corporation.

The ABA recommendations are provided in the midst of an increased focus on the professional obligations of lawyers to serve the interests of their organizational clients. Simultaneous with the adoption of the corporate governance “best practices” recommendations, the ABA also approved revisions to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, designed in large part to address the proper role of lawyers in disclosing to internal and external third parties information concerning clients’ criminal or fraudulent conduct.

Specifically, Model Rules 1.13, Organization as Client, and 1.6, Confidentiality of Information, attempt to deal more effectively with the extraordinary

6 Id. at 21.
7 The report suggests that if a corporation has no internal general counsel, it should identify and designate a lawyer or law firm to act as general counsel. Id. at 63.
8 See, supra note 2, at 77-89. The ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct emphasize the lawyer’s responsibility “[a]s advisor [to] provide a client with an informed understanding of the client’s legal rights and obligations and explain their practical implications.” Id. at 21.
nary scenario in which a corporation may be threatened with the potential for substantial injury due to actual or potential action by a corporate employee. Revisions to Model Rule 1.13 are designed to clarify a lawyer’s obligation to communicate with, and report wrongdoing to, a higher organizational authority. Revisions to Model Rule 1.6 are designed to permit disclosure of confidential client information to prevent substantial injury to the corporation. While controversial, these revised Model Rules reflect growing awareness of the role of lawyers in enhancing organizational commitment to corporate responsibility.

III. An Integrated Response to Corporate Compliance

Given its focus on the General Counsel, the ABA Task Force Report did not address specifically the role of the Chief Compliance Officer in promoting the compliance oversight function of the Board. In some respects, the position of a Chief Compliance Officer is unique within a corporate organization. No other person has primary functional responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the compliance and ethics program. The breadth of the responsibilities and roles of a Chief Compliance Officer will vary, but may include: 1) developing and implementing policies, procedures, and practices; 2) overseeing and monitoring the implementation of the program; 3) updating and revising the program, as appropriate; 4) developing, coordinating, and participating in a multi-faceted training and education program; 5) coordinating internal audits; 6) reviewing, responding to, and investigating reports of non-compliance; 7) serving as a resource across the organization on substantive compliance questions and issues; and 8) reporting directly to the Board of Directors, CEO, and president on compliance matters. In that process, the Chief Compliance Officer is expected to have a broad knowledge of the organization and operational matters and an awareness of applicable laws and regulations. Similarly, few individuals in the organization have the breadth of interaction with individuals at all levels of the organization: board, management, employees, and third parties, including federal and state government representatives.

The Chief Compliance Officer of a health care organization may also bring a depth of experience to the position. Even before the recent corporate scandals, the health care industry experienced a decade of scrutiny by regulators and law enforcement agencies. Health care providers operate in a heavily-regulated environment with rules that may carry significant penalties for non-compliance. The government has committed substantial resources to identifying and sanctioning the individuals and entities that defraud and abuse federal and state health care programs. The net result is that the health care industry has advanced further than many other business sectors in establishing compliance and ethics programs and “best practice” standards. This in turn suggests that the roles of the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer in supporting the Board’s compliance oversight function may be more complex in the health care industry than in other industry sectors.

Consider, for example, the significant degree to which health care providers, ranging from highly complex health care systems to small physician practices, have implemented systems that promote compliance with federal and state health care program requirements. These systems require a detailed knowledge of particularized health care reimbursement schemes, including Medicare and Medicaid regulations and interpretations and third-party payer rules and policies. In this environment, a multi-disciplinary compliance team is essential in assisting an organization’s General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer in gathering and interpreting pertinent information.

The health care industry may also be distinguished by obligations to disclose the adverse findings of an internal audit or employee misconduct. When a compliance review identifies program violations that result in overpayments or a breach of a legal duty, the organization may be compelled to take steps to ensure that the matter is reported appropriately. While a corporation generally may not have a specific legal duty to disclose a violation of the law, participants in the Medicare and Medicaid programs submit an increasing number of reports, certifying to compliance with program requirements. A provider that certifies compliance with program requirements, having knowledge of an undisclosed infractions, may commit a new offense of making a false statement. Furthermore, there may be specific statutes or regulations that compel a health care provider to report known violations of law as a requirement of state licensure or as a condition of program participation. Finally, a provider that is operating under a Corporate Integrity Agreement, as part of the settlement of a fraud case, agrees to disclose to the OIG substantial overpayments and probable violations of criminal, civil, or administrative laws applicable to any federal health care program for which penalties or exclusion may be authorized.
The failure to appropriately monitor compliance with the complex health care regulatory requirements can, in certain circumstances, lead to the submission of a false claim to a third-party payor or the government. In addition, a health care provider’s violation of the prohibitions against certain financial relationships with referral sources may trigger criminal, civil, and administrative liability. The consequences of these and other types of violations range from the requirement to repay any improperly received reimbursement amount with interest to the imposition of severe financial penalties, criminal prosecution, and exclusion from participation in any federal health care program. In light of the severe potential consequences that may result from a lack of adherence to applicable legal requirements, it is essential for a health care organization to have an independent compliance team that has a broad base in terms of training, background, and expertise.

As part of the evolution of compliance programs, compliance officers have established themselves as an essential part of a health care provider’s management team. These professionals often have demonstrated an expertise in technical health care reimbursement matters, internal controls, troubleshooting, and remedial measures, and may be the point person for employee concerns about the organization. While these attributes may make compliance officers highly effective, they may also create confusion with the respective roles to be played by the organization’s General Counsel and its Chief Compliance Officer. Ironically, the relative maturity of compliance programs within the health care industry may mean that role of the General Counsel in overseeing compliance matters is subject to challenge within the organization.

In this regard, the recent changes to the Sentencing Guidelines provide guidance on the roles and reporting relationships of particular categories of personnel with respect to compliance program responsibilities. The Sentencing Guidelines reaffirm the key principle in Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance — to have an effective compliance program, the organization’s governing authority must be knowledgeable about the content and operations of the compliance program and exercise reasonable oversight over it.

The new Sentencing Guidelines also provide more specific and exacting requirements for the staffing and operation of compliance and ethics programs. To be considered effective, a program must be the responsibility of high-level personnel who have substantial control over the organization or who have a substantial policy-making role within the organization. While other individuals may be assigned day-to-day operational responsibilities for the program, accountability for the compliance program must rest with upper management. Recognizing the value of an independent voice, free of any potential filtering by senior organization managers, the Sentencing Guidelines direct that, where operational responsibility for the compliance program is delegated, those individuals with day-to-day responsibility must have direct access to the Board of Directors or an appropriate Board committee. Further, reports from the individuals responsible for the day-to-day operations of the compliance program must be provided to the Board at least annually. This admonition to protect the independence of the compliance function makes clear that whether responsibility for the compliance program is assigned to the General Counsel or to a distinct Chief Compliance Officer, individuals with day-to-day responsibilities must have appropriate authority and direct access to the Board of Directors.

IV. Considerations for Health Care Boards

Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance suggested areas of inquiry that directors should pursue with management to ensure that the Board understands the scope of its compliance program and challenges inherent in achieving program goals. The following questions are suggested to ensure that 1) the Board understands the roles of the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer in supporting the Board’s oversight function and the organization’s corporate compliance program; and 2) appropriate processes are in place


11 Id. § 8B2.1(b)(2), cmt. n. 3 (2004).
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to assure the Board that it receives appropriate information and candid assessments arising out of the compliance program in a timely manner. These suggested questions and commentary recognize that Boards may consider a variety of approaches in addressing these issues.

A. To what extent is the General Counsel utilized by the Board to provide relevant advice regarding compliance matters?

Ultimately, the structure of operational responsibilities for the compliance program and the Board’s relationship with the General Counsel must assure the Board that it receives appropriate and timely information on organizational compliance with applicable laws. The changes to the Sentencing Guidelines give greater clarity to the responsibilities of corporate boards in this regard. Specifically, the Board must not only be knowledgeable about the corporate compliance program, but also be able to evaluate and recommend modifications to the program in light of ongoing organizational risk assessments. Thus, the Board needs to be knowledgeable of any major risks of unlawful conduct facing the organization to evaluate the adequacy of its compliance program in mitigating those risks. As recognized by the ABA Task Force, the General Counsel is an essential resource to the Board for understanding the organization’s legal risks and the adequacy of the compliance program in addressing those risks.

B. Where and how is the General Counsel involved in each of the fundamental elements of the compliance program?

Given the ABA Task Force’s recommended role for the General Counsel in compliance and the OIG’s expressed concerns regarding compliance officer independence, the Board needs to be sure it understands and agrees with the role of its principal legal advisor in the compliance program’s design and operation.

The ABA Task Force suggests that a prudent corporate governance program should utilize the General Counsel to assist in the design and maintenance of the corporation’s procedures for promoting legal compliance. In many health care organizations, the Chief Compliance Officer has primary responsibility for the development, coordination, and monitoring of the compliance and ethics program. However, given the diversity of Chief Compliance Officer professional backgrounds, the General Counsel can serve as a critically important program resource. For example, the General Counsel can provide essential insights into government regulations and their policy implications to the organization, and the potential legal consequences of proposed courses of action. The Board’s oversight function is enhanced if it understands the complementary roles of the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer in their support of the Board’s oversight responsibilities.

C. How does the General Counsel receive notice of, and provide input on, the organization’s response to identified or suspected compliance failures?

One of the key features of a compliance program is the appropriate organizational response to suspected violations of law. The nature of the response can have a significant impact on the organization internally, as well as on its relationship with federal and state health care programs and third-party payers. The roles of Chief Compliance Officer and General Counsel are no more acutely interwoven and in potential tension than in this context.

Among the typical Chief Compliance Officer’s primary responsibilities are the investigation and coordination of an organization’s response to such suspected compliance failures. However, the General Counsel also must play a pivotal role in directing the organization’s response to suspected compliance failures, particularly when they may trigger administrative, civil, or criminal liability. The Board needs to understand the distinction in the roles and perspectives of the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer, especially when the Chief Compliance Officer is not a lawyer. Assuring the timely involvement of the General Counsel in assessing the significance of potential violations of law, participating appropriately in the investigation, and evaluating options for resolution will help the Board respond appropriately to these challenges to the integrity of the organization.

D. What are the roles of the organization’s Chief Compliance Officer and General Counsel in operating the corporate compliance program? Who has responsibility for reporting to the Board on compliance matters?

The Chief Compliance Officer and the General Counsel may have different, and yet ultimately complementary, responsibilities in the operation of the organization’s compliance program. The responsibilities of
the Chief Compliance Officer are detailed in the OIG’s Compliance Program Guidances.13 Although the Chief Compliance Officer may have a legal background, typically she is not acting in the capacity as counsel for the organization.

The amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines make clear that, as part of an effective compliance program, the Chief Compliance Officer must periodically report to the Board on the status of the compliance program, the resources required to maintain its vitality, and the organization’s response to identified compliance deficiencies. A direct reporting relationship helps avoid any potential filtering or censoring influence of senior organization managers. As previously discussed, the OIG has expressed concern about the wisdom of the Chief Compliance Officer being subordinate to the General Counsel or Chief Financial Officer. The OIG believes that the independence and objectivity of legal and financial analyses of the corporation’s activities are enhanced through a system of checks and balances, which includes separating the compliance function from key management positions, including the General Counsel.

As noted earlier, however, the ABA Task Force suggests that the active involvement of the General Counsel in the compliance program is essential to provide the Board with the information and analysis needed for the directors to discharge their oversight responsibilities. The Task Force also suggests that “counsel . . . should have primary responsibility for assuring the implementation of an effective legal compliance system under the oversight of the [B]oard.”14

The General Counsel’s primary responsibility is to represent the legal interests of the organization by acting as a legal counselor to the organization (through its board of directors, officers, and managers) on a wide variety of topics, including compliance with relevant legal obligations. In the context of the compliance program, the General Counsel serves as an important resource to the compliance staff, as well as to the Board in its exercise of oversight over the organization’s compliance systems.

It is the Board’s responsibility to reconcile these potentially conflicting views into a complementary set of responsibilities and reporting relationships. Ultimately, the interaction between the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer must support the Board in its oversight responsibilities by ensuring that the Board receives accurate information and candid advice.

E. How is the Board notified when there are disagreements among management, the Chief Compliance Officer and/or the General Counsel relating to the organizational response to specific compliance matters?

Significant disagreements among management, the General Counsel, and the Chief Compliance Officer may arise as the organization considers how to respond to internal compliance evaluations that have potential significant financial and legal consequences for the organization. For example, there may be divergence of opinion regarding whether to report to the government the adverse finding of an internal audit. While such disagreements should not necessarily be resolved at the board level, it is important for the Board to understand how management approaches such issues and receives a consensus on a course of action. Consideration should be given to establishing policies that standardize reporting to the Board on such investigations.

The OIG and the U.S. Sentencing Commission recommend that compliance officers have direct access to the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer. The expressed concern is that a reporting line through the General Counsel, Chief Financial Officer, or other senior manager may interject other operational concerns into compliance reviews and financial analyses performed by the Chief Compliance Officer. In many organizations, however, a number of practical and operational reasons may support a Chief Compliance Officer reporting directly to a high-level manager or the General Counsel. If this is the case, it may be in the best interests of the program that the General Counsel or other senior manager not be the sole recipient of compliance reports.

In pursuit of its oversight responsibilities for the compliance program, the Board should reasonably assure itself that the compliance function is appropriately free of undue constraints and that the Chief Compliance Officer is able to provide the Board with objective information, analyses, and recommendations. The concept of “checks and balances” in the compliance reporting process is prudent, regardless of who has formal responsibility for the compliance program. Direct reporting to the Board and alternative reporting processes

13 See supra note 3.
14 See, supra note 2, at 32.
may also promote the integrity of the compliance program, while respecting the operational preferences of management.

F. Does the Board understand how the organization utilizes the attorney/client and work product privileges when responding to third party requests for information?

Investigations into suspected violations of law can have profound implications for an organization. In this sensitive area, it is important that the Board receive timely and objective information and sound legal advice on proposed courses of action. Judicially-recognized privileges exist to promote candid and confidential communications between the client and its counsel, including the attorney/client and attorney work product privileges. While certain aspects of an attorney’s investigation into allegations of misconduct may be protected from disclosure to third parties, the organization’s responses to identified material violations of law may involve reporting the misconduct to the appropriate government agency. The cooperation expected from organizations by the government in resolving such matters can give rise to a tension between the sufficiency of such disclosures and the appropriate assertion of these privileges.

From the government’s perspective, blanket or routine assertions of the work product or attorney-client privilege in routine auditing and compliance monitoring activities may undermine the vitality of the asserted privilege and diminish the credibility of the compliance program and the organization. It is important, therefore, that the Board receive sound advice on the nature, utility, and limitations of these privilege doctrines and the policies and practices of management and General Counsel in their application.

G. Are processes in place to enable the General Counsel to bring issues of legal compliance to the appropriate authorities within the organization?

The extent of inside and outside counsels’ responsibility to report potential violations of law, a breach of duty to the corporation, and other substantial legal concerns is an issue of continuing debate. With the enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley, the SEC has established minimum standards of professional conduct for attorneys appearing and practicing before the Commission, including a requirement to report evidence of material violations of law under certain circumstances “up the ladder” within an organization. Similar obligations are contemplated by the revisions to ABA Model Rules 1.13 and 1.6, which address the circumstances under which an attorney may be ethically obligated to withdraw from the representation of a client.

Although the circumstances giving rise to such “up the ladder” reporting should be extraordinary, it is important that the Board 1) understand these particular responsibilities of counsel to exercise informed professional judgment in determining what steps are reasonably necessary in the best interests of the organization, and 2) ensure that lines of communication are established to enable the General Counsel to report any concerns about significant compliance issues up to the highest levels of authority within the organization. The Board may wish to consider various mechanisms, including periodic executive sessions between the General Counsel and the Board, to ensure that critical compliance issues are brought to its attention.

V. Summary Considerations

Recognizing the important responsibilities of both the General Counsel and the Chief Compliance Officer to every health care organization, the following are certain summary considerations that might enhance a system of checks and balances to help meet the organization’s compliance program objectives and program oversight.

A. Where the General Counsel Serves as the Chief Compliance Officer

1. Consider the adoption of a recusal process by which the General Counsel may recuse herself from a compliance investigation, as well as alternative reporting processes, if the matter may implicate the General Counsel. A substantial majority of respondents to the AHLA-HCCA survey reported utilizing such processes.

2. Consider periodic Board initiated third-party audits or assessments of the compliance program, as suggested in the OIG Compliance Program Guidances.

3. Consider authorizing the Board Audit or Compliance Committee to retain outside counsel or consultants with respect to selected matters under Board-approved criteria.

---

15 It is beyond the scope of this educational resource to address these privileges in any detail. Additional information on the privileges and their restrictions should be obtained from counsel.
B. Where the Chief Compliance Officer is Separate from the General Counsel, but Reports to the General Counsel

1. Consider formally establishing alternative reporting mechanisms to provide the Chief Compliance Officer direct reporting to another member of senior management if the Chief Compliance Officer deems such reporting to be necessary. Such a mechanism provides protections for the Board and the organization against any real or perceived obstruction.

2. Consider procedures to have someone other than the General Counsel authorize the Chief Compliance Officer to pursue compliance investigations, including the right to hire outside counsel. Here, the authority to independently initiate investigations should be balanced by required notice and consultation with the General Counsel.

3. Consider periodic direct reports from the Chief Compliance Officer to the Board, balanced by the General Counsel’s prior review and consultation so that both may report to and advise the Board consistent with their responsibilities.

C. Where the Compliance Officer is Separate from and Does Not Report to the General Counsel

1. Consider the benefit of having the General Counsel involved in 1) periodic risk assessments; 2) review of proposed policies and reports on compliance processes; 3) conducting investigations; and 4) devising remedial measures to address violations of law.

2. Consider routine General Counsel reviews of matters being reported to the Board by the Chief Compliance Officer.

3. Consider requiring notice to, and consultation with, the General Counsel where there is independent authority for the Chief Compliance Officer to retain outside counsel and consultants.

VI. Conclusion

The recent developments in corporate accountability, stemming from a series of high profile corporate misconduct cases, including such issues as “up the ladder” reporting, have prompted organiza-
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The American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA) and the Health Care Compliance Association (HCCA) sent out a survey designed to explore the relationship between general counsel and compliance officer in different health care organizations. AHLA sent the survey to 1,964 in-house counsel. HCCA sent the survey to 2,490 members, many of whom work as compliance officers in health care organizations. 429 recipients responded to the survey, a response rate of 9.6%.

The survey included nine questions for all respondents to answer. It then asked respondents to answer several questions applicable to their particular organizational and reporting structure. The survey included questions for respondents at organizations where the general counsel serves as the compliance officer; where the compliance officer reports to the general counsel; and where the compliance officer does not report to the general counsel.

The responses to the survey provide Board members, CEOs, counsel, compliance officers, and others interested in health care management with insights into the different structures that health care organizations use to manage their compliance activities. The diversity of compliance management structures and reporting relationships reinforce the conclusion that effective Boards will receive regular information and analysis on how their health care organizations manage their compliance activities.

Survey Results

ALL RESPONDENTS ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION.

1. Does your organization employ an in-house general counsel or attorney?

   Yes 84%
   No 16%

2. Does your in-house general counsel or one of your in-house attorneys also serve as the corporate compliance officer?

   Yes 25%
   No, we do have an in-house attorney, but he or she does not serve as the compliance officer 60%
   No, we don’t have an in-house counsel 15%

3. Does your organization employ an individual whose principal duty is to act as the corporate compliance officer for the organization?

   Yes 77%
   No 23%

4. Is the corporate compliance officer for your organization also an attorney?

   Yes 36%
   No 64%
5. To whom does the compliance officer report?\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Financial Officer</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Counsel</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board or Board Committee</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others(^2)</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. If your compliance officer has other official responsibilities within the organization, what are they?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-House Attorney</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Officer</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources Professional</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing Function</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others(^3)</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. If your organization has a compliance officer and not an in-house counsel or in-house attorney, does your organization designate an outside lawyer as the organization's general counsel?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Some responses to the survey have a greater than 100% response rate because individual respondents included more than one response for particular questions.

\(^2\) Other positions named included VP Government Affairs; Chief Administrative Officer; Audit Committee; Chief Medical Officer; Chief Information Officer; Chief Technology Officer; Vice President Academic Affairs; Dean, College of Medicine; Chief Operating Officer; VP for Quality; Chief Financial Officer; Risk Manager; and Compliance Advisory Committee.

\(^3\) Other responsibilities included risk management; operations officer; public policy; mission effectiveness; security officer; information systems; patient and community relations; quality assurance; business practices; physician relations and contracting; outpatient services; conflict of interest oversight; regulatory affairs; privacy officer; safety officer; limited English proficiency coordinator; research administration; research integrity officer; human protections administrator; social services director; administration; FOIA officer; HIPAA officer; labor relations; IRB; clinical services; and charge description master.
8. Does your organization's Board require that it be informed of any governmental investigation related to an alleged violation of federal or state law?

- Yes: 64%
- Yes, but only if the amount at issue reaches a certain threshold: 12%
- No: 13%
- Others Specified: 11%

9. Are internal investigations routinely carried out under the protection of the attorney-client privilege as a matter of policy or practice?

- Yes: 60%
- No: 40%

**IF THE ORGANIZATION HAS ITS IN-HOUSE GENERAL COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY SERVE AS THE COMPLIANCE OFFICER:**

10. Does the organization have a formal policy to allow the in-house general counsel or attorney responsible for compliance independent access to the Board of Directors on a compliance issue if the attorney believes it necessary?

- Yes: 73%
- No: 27%

11. Does the organization have a mechanism for the referral of an investigation to an alternative individual if the in-house general counsel or attorney wants to recuse herself from a compliance investigation?

- Yes: 72%
- No: 28%

12. Does the organization have a mechanism for allowing an individual with a compliance issue or complaint to bypass the in-house general counsel/attorney if the complaint may implicate the general counsel/attorney?

- Yes: 79%
- No: 21%
13. Does the in-house general counsel/attorney report to the Board on compliance issues on a regular basis?

Yes 78%
No 22%

**IF THE ORGANIZATION HAS A SEPARATE COMPLIANCE OFFICER WHO REPORTS THROUGH THE IN-HOUSE GENERAL COUNSEL:**

14. How does the individual responsible for corporate compliance report through the in-house general counsel?

Reports directly to the in-house general counsel 71%
Reports indirectly to the in-house general counsel by reporting through another position 29%

15. Is the compliance officer authorized to pursue compliance investigations without notice to or prior consultation with the general counsel?

Yes 81%
No 19%

16. Has the organization established an alternative mechanism to provide the compliance officer direct reporting to members of senior management if the compliance officer feels such is necessary?

Yes 90%
No 10%

17. Is there a policy/protocol providing for counsel to review/give input on compliance or internal audit matters to be reported to the Board?

Yes 73%
No 27%

18. Does the organization have a policy or practice of requiring an in-house or outside counsel to conduct/or consult on any compliance investigation?

Yes 48%
No 52%
19. Does the compliance officer routinely report directly to the Board at Board meetings on compliance matters?

Yes 70%
No 30%

20. Does the compliance officer have independent authority to retain counsel or other consultants, if he or she believes it necessary?

Yes 43%
No 57%

IF THE ORGANIZATION DOES NOT HAVE ITS COMPLIANCE OFFICER REPORT THROUGH AN IN-HOUSE GENERAL COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY:

21. If the compliance officer does not report to the in-house general counsel or an in-house attorney, to whom does the corporate compliance officer directly report?

Chief Executive Officer 71%
Chief Operating Officer 7%
Vice President for Human Resources 0%
Chief Financial Officer 10%
Others Named 25%

22. Does the organization require consultation/review/input between the compliance officer and an in-house general counsel or attorney or an outside counsel prior to a compliance investigation?

Yes 37%
No 63%

23. Does the organization require consultation/review/input between the compliance officer and an in-house or outside attorney if there is a particular red flag during an investigation?

Yes 60%
No 40%

---

4 Answers similar to those provided in footnote 1.
24. Do the compliance officer and the general counsel/attorney meet formally or informally on a frequent basis (meaning once a week or more)?

- Yes: 55%
- No: 45%

25. Does the compliance officer copy the general counsel/attorney on significant correspondence?

- Yes: 77%
- No: 23%

26. Does the compliance officer generally seek advice from the general counsel/attorney when asserting privilege?

- Yes: 85%
- No: 15%

27. Does the compliance officer routinely report directly to the Board on compliance matters?

- Yes: 79%
- No: 21%

28. Is there a policy/protocol providing for counsel review/input on compliance or internal audit matters to be reported to the Board?

- Yes: 43%
- No: 57%

29. Does the compliance officer have independent authority to retain counsel or other consultants?

- Yes: 52%
- No: 48%
I. Introduction

This educational resource is the third in a Corporate Responsibilities Series (Series) of co-sponsored documents by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA), the leading health law educational organization. It seeks to assist directors of health care organizations in carrying out their important oversight responsibilities in the current challenging health care environment. Improving the knowledge base and effectiveness of those serving on health care organization boards will help to achieve the important goal of continuously improving the U.S. health care system.

The prior publications in this Series addressed the unique fiduciary responsibilities of directors of health care organizations in the corporate compliance context. With a new era of focus on quality and patient safety rapidly emerging, oversight of quality also is becoming more clearly recognized as a core fiduciary responsibility of health care organization directors. Health care organization boards have distinct responsibilities in this area because promoting quality of care and preserving patient safety are at the core of the health care industry and the reputation of each health care organization. The heightened attention being given to health care quality measurement and reporting obligations also increasingly impacts the responsibilities of corporate directors. Indeed, quality is also emerging as an enforcement priority for health care regulators.

The fiduciary duties of directors reflect the expectations of corporate stakeholders regarding oversight of corporate affairs. The basic fiduciary duty of care principle, which requires a director to act in good faith with the care an ordinarily prudent person would exercise under similar circumstances, is being tested in the current corporate climate. Embedded within the duty of care is the concept of reasonable inquiry. In other words, directors are expected to make inquiries to management to obtain the information necessary to satisfy their duty of care.

This educational resource is designed to help health care organization directors ask knowledgeable and appropriate questions related to health care quality requirements, measurement tools, and reporting requirements. The questions raised in this document are not intended to set forth any specific standard of care, nor to foreclose arguments for a change in judicial interpretation of the law or resolution of any conflicts in interpretation among various courts. Rather, this resource will help corporate directors establish, and affirmatively demonstrate, that they have followed a reasonable quality oversight process.

Of course, the circumstances of each organization differ and application of the duty of care and consequent reasonable inquiry by boards will need to be tailored to each specific set of facts and circumstances. However, compliance with standards and regulations applicable to the quality of services delivered by health care organizations is essential for the lawful behavior and corporate success of such organizations. While these evolving requirements can be complex, effective compliance in the quality arena is an asset for both the organization and the health care delivery system. It is hoped that this educational resource is useful to health care organization directors in exercising their oversight responsibilities and supports their ongoing efforts to promote effective corporate compliance as it relates to health care quality.

II. Board Fiduciary Duty and Quality in the Health Care Setting

Governing boards of health care organizations increasingly are called to respond to important new developments—clinical, operational and regulatory—associated with quality of care. Important new policy issues are arising with respect to how quality of care affects matters of reimbursement and payment, efficiency, cost controls, collaboration between organizational providers and individual and group practitioners. These new issues are so critical to the operation of health care organizations that they require attention and oversight, as a matter of fiduciary obligation, by the governing board.

This oversight obligation is based upon the application of the fiduciary duty of care board members owe the organization and, for non-profit organizations, the duty of obedience to charitable mission. It is additive to the traditional duty of board

---

members in the hospital setting to be responsible for granting, restricting and revoking privileges of membership in the organized medical staff.

A. Duty of Care

The traditional and well-recognized duty of care refers to the obligation of corporate directors to exercise the proper amount of care in their decision-making process. State corporation laws, as well as the common law, typically interpret the duty of care in an almost identical manner, whether the organization is non-profit or for-profit.

In most jurisdictions, the duty of care requires directors to act (1) in “good faith,” (2) with the care an ordinarily prudent person would exercise in like circumstances, and (3) in a manner that they reasonably believe to be in the best interests of the corporation. In analyzing compliance with the duty of care, courts typically address each of these elements individually. In addition, in recent years, the duty of care has taken on a richer meaning, requiring directors to actively inquire into aspects of corporate operations where appropriate—the “reasonable inquiry” standard.

Thus, the “good faith” analysis normally focuses upon whether the matter or transaction at hand involves any improper financial benefit to an individual and/or whether any intent exists to take advantage of the corporation. The “prudent person” analysis focuses upon whether directors conducted the appropriate level of due diligence to allow them to render an informed decision. In other words, directors are expected to be aware of what is going on around them in the corporate business and must in appropriate circumstances make such reasonable inquiry as would an ordinarily prudent person under similar circumstances. The final criterion focuses on whether directors act in a manner that they reasonably believe to be in the best interests of the corporation. In this regard, courts typically evaluate the board member’s state of mind with respect to the issues at hand.

When evaluating the fiduciary obligations of board members, it is important to recognize that “perfection” is not the required standard of care. Directors are not required to know everything about a topic they are asked to consider. They may, where justified, rely on the advice of executive leadership and outside advisors.

In addition, many courts apply the “business judgment rule” to determine whether a director’s duty of care has been met with respect to corporate decisions. The rule provides, in essence, that a director will not be held liable for a decision made in good faith, where the director is disinterested, reasonably informed under the circumstances, and rationally believes the decision to be in the best interests of the corporation. In other words, courts will not “second guess” the board member’s decision when these criteria are met.

Director obligations with respect to quality of care may arise in two distinct contexts:

- The Decision-Making Function: The application of duty of care principles as to a specific decision or a particular board action, and
- The Oversight Function: The application of duty of care principles with respect to the general activity of the board in overseeing the operations of the corporation (i.e., acting in good faith to assure that a reasonable information and reporting system exists).

Board members’ obligations with respect to supervising medical staff credentialing decisions arise within the context of the decision-making function. These are discrete decisions periodically made by the board and relate to specific recommendations and a particular process.

The emerging quality of care issues discussed in this resource arise in the context of the oversight function—the obligation of the director to “keep a finger on the pulse” of the activities of the organization.

The basic governance obligation to guide and support executive leadership in the maintenance of quality of care and patient safety is an ongoing task. Board members are increasingly expected to assess organizational performance on emerging quality of care concepts and arrangements as they implicate issues of patient safety, appropriate levels of care, cost reduction, reimbursement, and collaboration among providers and practitioners. These are all components of the oversight function.

---

2 American Bar Association, Section of Business Law, Revised Model Nonprofit Corporation Act, Section 8.30 (1987).
This duty of care with respect to quality of care also is implicated by the related duty to oversee the compliance program.\(^4\) Many new financial relationships address quality of care issues, including pay-for-performance programs, gainsharing, and outcomes management arrangements, among others. State and federal law closely regulate many of these arrangements. Given that directors have an obligation to assure that the organization has an “effective” compliance program in place to detect and deter legal violations, they may fairly be regarded as having a concomitant duty to make reasonable inquiry regarding the emerging legal and compliance issues associated with quality of care initiatives, and to direct executive leadership to address those issues. The board may direct executive staff to provide periodic briefings to the board with respect to quality of care developments so that the directors may establish a proper “tone at the top” in terms of related legal compliance. In other words, it is the role of the executive staff to brief the board concerning new developments in the law and related legal implications, and it should be the ongoing obligation of the board to reasonably inquire whether the organization’s compliance program and other legal control mechanisms are in place to monitor the associated legal risks.

B. Duty of Obedience to Corporate Purpose and Mission

Oversight obligations with respect to quality of care initiatives also arise, for non-profit boards, in the context of what is generally referred to as the fiduciary duty of obedience to the corporate purpose and mission\(^5\) of health care organizations. Non-profit corporations are formed to achieve a specific goal or objective (e.g., the promotion of health), as recognized under state non-profit corporation laws. This is in contrast to the typical business corporation, which often is formed to pursue a general corporate purpose. It is often said of non-profits that “the means and the mission are inseparable.”\(^6\)

The fundamental nature of the duty of obedience to corporate purpose is that the non-profit director is charged with the obligation to further the purposes of the organization as set forth in its articles of incorporation or bylaws.\(^7\) For example, the articles of incorporation of a non-profit health care provider might describe its principal purpose as “the promotion of health through the provision of inpatient and outpatient hospital and health care services to residents in the community.” Given that the board is responsible for reasonably inquiring whether there are practices in place to address the quality of patient care, it is fair to state that the concept of quality of care is inseparable from, and is essentially subsumed by, the mission of the organization.

In the hospital setting, various provisions of the law dealing with the relationship to the medical staff also provide a link to the duty of obedience to corporate purpose. These include, for example, traditional provisions that confirm the responsibility of the board for (a) the conduct of the hospital as an institution, (b) ensuring that the medical staff is accountable to the governing board for the quality of care provided to patients, and (c) the maintenance of standards of professional care within the facility and requiring that the medical staff function competently. The “duty of obedience” concept with respect to assuring compliance with law also might be considered to incorporate a duty to assure compliance with those state laws (and perhaps accreditation principles as well) that require the governing board to assume ultimate responsibility for organizational performance, which includes the quality of the provider’s medical care.

C. Summary

In exercising her duty of care and, as appropriate, duty of obedience to corporate purpose and mission, the governing board member may be expected to exercise general supervision and oversight of quality of care and patient safety issues. This is likely to include (a) being sensitive to the emergence of quality of care issues, challenges and opportunities, (b) being attentive to the development of specific quality of care measurement and reporting requirements (including asking the executive staff for periodic education), and (c) requesting periodic updates from the executive staff on organizational quality of care initiatives and how the organization intends to address legal issues associated with those initiatives. Board members are expected to make reasonable further inquiry

\(^4\) Id.
\(^5\) In some states, this duty is subsumed within the definition of the broader duty of loyalty.
\(^7\) Kurtz, supra.
when concerns are aroused or should be aroused. These expectations increasingly are becoming more significant with the increased attention to quality of care issues from policy makers, providers and practitioners, payors and regulators. Board members must be, and must be perceived as, responsive to this changing environment.

III. Defining Quality of Care and the Critical Need to Implement Quality Initiatives

“The American health care delivery system is in need of fundamental change. Many patients, doctors, nurses and health care leaders are concerned that the care delivered is not, essentially, the care we should receive … Quality problems are everywhere affecting many patients. Between the healthcare we have and the care we could have lies not just a gap, but a chasm.”

In Crossing the Quality Chasm, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) provided a six-part definition of health care quality that some view as the emerging standard. According to the IOM, health care should be:

- **safe** – avoiding injuries to patients from the care that is intended to help them;
- **effective** – providing services based on scientific knowledge to all who could benefit and refraining from providing services to those not likely to benefit (avoiding underuse and overuse, respectively);
- **patient-centered** – providing care that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences, needs, and values and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decisions;
- **timely** – reducing waits and sometimes harmful delays for both those who receive and those who give care;
- **efficient** – avoiding waste, including waste of equipment, supplies, ideas, and energy; and
- **equitable** – providing care that does not vary in quality because of personal characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, geographic location, and socio-economic status.

Because this definition of quality increasingly is being adopted by payors, providers and regulators, health care organizations and their boards will need to be mindful of its implications.

The U.S. health care system is at a challenging point in its history. It is, for many important historical reasons, a mixed public-private system, and there is no foreseeable dynamic on the horizon suggesting a major change to this reality. The health care system also arguably is driving the U.S. economy. A recent federal forecast predicts that over the next decade, U.S. health care spending will double from today’s level to $4.1 trillion and will represent 20% of the gross domestic product. We have a health care system that is extraordinarily advanced, yet is inefficient, uneven, and too often unsafe. A consensus is forming that improvement in the system will require better collaboration and cooperation among independent providers, payors and purchasers, more integrated care, and better aligned incentives. Such collaboration and cooperation inevitably will raise legal compliance issues that health care organization boards of directors will need to understand in exercising their oversight function.

A scorecard on the U.S. health care system developed by the Commonwealth Fund in 2006 showed the following results, among others:

- For 37 key indicators for five health care system dimensions (quality, access, equity, outcomes and efficiencies), the overall U.S. score was 66 out of a possible 100.
- Efficiency was the single worst score among the five dimensions. For example, in 2000/2001, the U.S. ranked 16th out of 20 countries in use of electronic health records.
- The U.S. is the worldwide leader in costs.
- The U.S. scored 15th out of 19 countries in mortality attributable to health care services.
- Basic tools (i.e., Health IT) are missing to track patients through their lives.
- We do poorly at transition stages —hospital readmission rates from nursing homes are high; our reimbursement system encourages “churning.”
- Improving performance in key areas would save 100,000 to 150,000 lives and $50 billion to $100 billion annually.

The report makes several key recommendations. The U.S. should expand health insurance coverage; implement major quality and safety improvements; work toward a more organized delivery system that emphasizes primary and preventive care that is patient-centered; increase transparency and reporting on quality and costs; reward performance for quality and efficiency; expand the use of inter-
operable information technology; and encourage collaboration among stakeholders.

In a similar vein, the IOM recently stated in one of several follow-up reports to Crossing the Quality Chasm that the Medicare payment system does not reward efficiency and provides few disincentives for overuse, underuse or misuse of care. Furthermore, the IOM proposed that incentives should encourage delivery of high-quality care efficiently, require providers to assume shared accountability for transitions between care settings and require coordination of care for patients with chronic disease.

We are entering a new era of thinking about health care quality and collaboration among health care providers. Numerous new measures of health care quality are becoming public every day. Purchasers, payors, state governments, the Joint Commission and others are requiring reporting, particularly by hospitals, of outcomes pursuant to such measures. Pay-for-performance programs are becoming common among both public and private payors. A new generation of “gainsharing” proposals and demonstrations are emerging. In late February 2007, HHS Secretary Mike Leavitt unveiled a new quality-improvement plan, called “Value Exchanges,” that would establish local quality-improvement collaborations with an eye toward a national link-up in a few years. All of this puts increasing focus and scrutiny on health care organizations, and their boards of directors, in connection with the quality issue. Indeed, the National Quality Forum, perhaps the most well known source of nationally approved quality measures, has issued a paper entitled Hospital Governing Boards and Quality of Care: A Call to Responsibility.

Perhaps one of the most critical and often misunderstood components of health care quality is the relationship between overall quality and cost efficiency. Increasingly, it is becoming more widely understood that quality and efficiency are complementary, not contradictory, elements of an effective health care system. Efficiency, by definition, means avoidance of unnecessary, and often harmful, care. As Don Berwick, a recognized national quality expert, stated in Health Affairs in 2005, “Right from the start it has been one of the great illusions in the reign of quality that quality and cost go in opposite directions. There remains very little evidence of that.”

Because it is coming from the federal government, state government, and private purchasers and payors, the emphasis on collaborative arrangements and cooperation in care giving across independent providers, aggregate payment pools and aligned incentives will require providers to look for legal ways to collaborate and, indeed, align incentives through new financial relationships. In particular, innovative hospital-physician financial relationships, including a variety of formal and informal partnering arrangements, are critical to the achievement of all six of the aims set forth in Crossing the Quality Chasm. Examples include pay-for-performance demonstrations, gainsharing initiatives, electronic health record implementation efforts, outpatient care centers, service line joint ventures, and management and leasing arrangements. Evidence-based medicine reasonably can define proper use and increasingly is relied upon to do so. It is expected that the public sector will continue to seek to balance its role as both purchaser and regulator in the search for quality improvement in health care. The private sector at times may have to initiate change before the payment system and regulations catch up, but the rewards are potentially very high—in terms of organizational success as well as social benefit. At the same time, however, legal compliance issues likely will arise in connection with efforts to implement these changes. Health care organizations with oversight by their boards of directors will be required in this regard to be mindful of the anti-kickback statute, the physician self-referral (Stark) law, civil money penalty statutes, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), federal tax-exemption standards and antitrust law, among other legal areas.

There is an opportunity for the best performers in the industry to create profound change, and then open up these best practices through transparency of data and the promotion of collaboration to spread change. Health care boards of directors have the unique opportunity to take leadership in implementing quality systems that will advance their organizations’ respective missions and the

12 Rewarding Provider Performance: Aligning Incentives in Medicine, Institute of Medicine, 2007.
13 OIG reviews gainsharing and pay-for-performance programs on a case-by-case basis, and CMS’ position on applicability of the Stark Law to such programs is still evolving.
nation’s health. They also have the responsibility to do so in a legally compliant manner.

IV. The Government’s Role in Enforcing Health Care Quality

An extensive federal and state regulatory scheme governs the care delivered by health care providers. Designed to promote quality of care, these standards provide a baseline for assessing the level of care provided to the patient and, as discussed previously, increasingly determine the health care provider’s reimbursement. For example, Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation require hospitals to monitor quality through credentialing of medical staff and maintaining effective quality assessment and performance improvement programs. These conditions of participation specify that the medical staff is accountable to a hospital’s governing body for the quality of care provided to patients. Long term care providers must meet specific quality of care standards, undergo state surveys, and pass state certifications to participate in government programs. The regulatory framework includes a range of progressive administrative sanctions, including heightened oversight and monetary penalties that may be imposed against providers that fail to comply with the regulatory requirements.

In addition to these administrative remedies, the government enforcement authorities are increasingly focusing on the quality of care provided to beneficiaries of the federal health care programs. The OIG, the U.S. Department of Justice, and state Attorneys General are working collaboratively with the health care regulatory agencies to address the provision of substandard care by individuals and institutions. Sanctions may range from monetary penalties to exclusion from federal and state health care programs and even incarceration for the most serious offenses. For example, a health care provider can be subject to exclusion from the federal health care programs if it provides medically unnecessary services or services that fail to meet professionally recognized standards of care. Even individuals who are not direct care providers, such as hospital administrators and nursing home owners, may be subject to exclusion if they cause others to provide substandard care. Consequently, all levels of a health care organization, from the direct caregiver to the governing body of an institutional provider, could face liability for failing to meet the quality of care obligations applicable to government program providers.

As part of these enforcement efforts, authorities are closely evaluating quality-reporting data. For example, government authorities are increasingly scrutinizing quality data submitted by health care providers to identify inconsistencies and evidence of ongoing quality problems that providers fail to address. Sources of quality-reporting data include, for example, the hospital quality data for the annual payment updates, physician quality-reporting data reported to CMS, medical error and “sentinel event” data reported to the Joint Commission, and quality reporting required under state law. The accuracy of the data submitted to government agencies and third party payors is vital. In addition to relying on such information for monitoring quality and patient safety issues, the federal health care programs increasingly use this data for determining reimbursement, as in the case of the Minimum Data Set in the nursing home setting. Consequently, inaccurate reporting of quality data could result in the misrepresentation of the status of patients and residents, the submission of false claims, and potential enforcement action. As authorities continue to scrutinize quality-reporting data, boards will benefit from ensuring that structures and processes exist within their institution to carefully review this data for accuracy and address potential quality of care issues.

To evaluate the potential risk to the organization, it is important that board members understand the theories of liability relied upon by the government. The predominant criminal and civil fraud theories—medically unnecessary services and “failure of care”—rely on the submission of a claim for reimbursement to the government to establish jurisdiction over the provider. Medicare and Medicaid only cover costs that are reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury. When medically unnecessary services are provided, the patient is unnecessarily exposed to risks of a medical procedure and the federal health care programs incur needless costs. Hospitals have been subject to prosecution under this theory. For example, a grand jury indicted a Michigan hospital based on its failure to properly investigate medically unnecessary pain management procedures performed by a physician on its medical staff. In another case, a California hospital recently paid $59.5 million to settle civil False Claims Act allegations that the hospital inadequately performed credentialing and peer review of cardiologists on its staff who performed medically unnecessary invasive cardiac procedures.

The second theory of liability involves the provision of care that is so deficient that it amounts to no care at all. This theory derives from the concept commonly applied in the financial fraud context, which subjects providers to liability for billing
government programs for services that were not actually rendered. These cases frequently involve providers, such as nursing homes, that receive “per diem” payments for providing all necessary treatment to patients. For example, a Colorado rehabilitation center entered into a $1.9 million civil False Claims Act settlement to resolve allegations that it provided worthless services to patients, resulting from systemic understaffing at the facility, where deficient services and abuse caused six patient deaths. Federal prosecutors in Missouri charged a long term care facility management company, its CEO, and three nursing homes with conspiracy and health care fraud based on the contention that the defendants imposed budgetary constraints that they knew or should have known would prevent facilities from providing adequate care to residents. The CEO was sentenced to pay $29,000 in criminal fines and to serve an 18-month period of incarceration. The management company and nursing homes were each sentenced to pay $182,250 in criminal fines. In a related civil case, the defendants paid $1.25 million to resolve False Claims Act allegations, and agreed to be excluded from federal health care programs.

This fraud theory also is applied in cases involving violations of regulatory requirements related to quality of care. For example, a Pennsylvania hospital entered into a $200,000 civil False Claims Act settlement to resolve substandard care allegations related to the improper use of restraints.

In addition to substantial civil penalties and criminal fines, health care providers that systematically fail to provide care of an acceptable quality can be excluded from federal health care programs, meaning Medicare and Medicaid will not pay for items or services furnished by the provider. The provision of care that fails to meet accepted standards of care is an enforcement priority for OIG, which is actively pursuing these cases under administrative sanction authorities that explicitly address quality of care. OIG can impose exclusion from the federal health care programs against anyone who furnishes or causes to be furnished medically unnecessary services or services that fail to meet professionally recognized standards of health care.\(^\text{17}\) Additionally, OIG is required by law to exclude anyone convicted of patient neglect or abuse.\(^\text{18}\)

As part of global settlements of civil health care fraud matters, OIG may negotiate a waiver of the permissive exclusion in exchange for a provider’s agreement to enter into a corporate integrity agreement (CIA). In cases involving substandard care, these agreements can involve comprehensive monitoring provisions designed to assess the provider’s internal quality improvement infrastructure. A list of the health care providers currently subject to CIAs (including nursing homes, psychiatric facilities, and regional and national chains) is found at the OIG’s website, http://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/cias.asp.

A CIA also might entail board-level obligations to help ensure that the organization embraces a commitment to the delivery of quality care. For example, the Tenet Healthcare Corporation board of directors has specific obligations under the organization’s current CIA. OIG has required the board to (1) review and oversee the performance of the compliance staff, (2) annually review the effectiveness of the compliance program, (3) engage an independent compliance consultant to assist the board in its review and oversight of Tenet’s compliance activities, and (4) submit to OIG a resolution summarizing its review of Tenet’s compliance with the CIA and federal health care program requirements. These obligations reflect a growing recognition of the critical role that boards of directors play in ensuring that their organizations promote quality, ensure patient safety, and are in compliance with the obligations of government health care programs.

V. Health Care Board Fiduciary Duty and Quality

Health care is unique in representing both a social good and an economic commodity. Boards of directors of many health care organizations have been called upon to see that their organization’s approach those realities in concert, not in competition, with each other. These boards understand that the quality of the products and services their organizations provide can have life or death implications. Health care organizations generally view themselves as mission-driven and health care quality is a key component of that mission. Yet, the Institute of Medicine’s recognition in 1999 that medical errors lead to as many as 100,000 deaths per year served as a wake-up call. Evolving evidence and research into best practices and outcomes measures have provided the impetus to today’s rapidly growing “quality movement,” which is triggering a whole variety of mandatory and voluntary activities by health care organizations to improve quality and reduce costs.

\(^{17}\) 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7(b)(6)(B).
\(^{18}\) 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7(a)(2).
These new programs and requirements raise the stakes for health care organizations, both financially and legally. Poor quality and value, or the failure to demonstrate good quality and value, increasingly may affect the viability of health care providers, products manufacturers and others. Law enforcement agencies are increasing their scrutiny of providers that deliver substandard care to federal health care beneficiaries. On the other hand, demonstrated quality and value likely will have a positive mission as well as financial effect. Accurate measurement and reporting—indeed, effective compliance with an evolving set of obligations—will be required.

Directors will need to understand this evolving reality and, if they have not already done so, elevate quality as newly defined to the same level of focus that financial viability and regulatory compliance currently command. The next section of this resource provides directors with certain questions that may assist them in exercising their oversight responsibilities in this increasingly important area.

VI. Suggested Questions for Directors

Boards of Directors can play a critical role in advancing the clinical improvement initiatives in their organizations. To realize its full potential, a board needs to develop an understanding of the relevant quality and patient safety issues and then focus on performance goals that drive the organization to provide the best quality and most efficient care. The following series of suggested questions may be helpful as the board examines the scope and operation of the organization’s quality and safety initiatives.

A. What are the goals of the organization’s quality improvement program? What metrics and benchmarks are used to measure progress towards each of these performance goals? How is each goal specifically linked to management accountability?

There are a growing number of national public and private initiatives directed at promoting quality of care, patient safety, and the corresponding reduction in medical errors. These initiatives rely on clinical care benchmarks to facilitate oversight and promote improved quality outcomes. Such benchmarks, used in conjunction with industry-wide reported data, can provide a context for creating quality of care goals, aligning organizational incentives, and providing a framework for management’s reports to the board. Once these parameters are defined, the board can more readily hold management accountable for meeting the organization’s quality performance goals.

B. How does the organization measure and improve the quality of patient/resident care? Who are the key management and clinical leaders responsible for these quality and safety programs?

As a threshold matter, the board may wish to confirm its understanding of the structures and processes the organization relies upon to oversee and improve clinical quality and patient safety. Only after it has a complete understanding of how the organization’s quality assurance functions operate can the board evaluate the breadth and effectiveness of a quality improvement program. The organizational assessment also can provide a common basis from which management and the board can evaluate these processes against current and emerging regulatory requirements.

C. How are the organization’s quality assessment and improvement processes integrated into overall corporate policies and operations? Are clinical quality standards supported by operational policies? How does management implement and enforce these policies? What internal controls exist to monitor and report on quality metrics?

Consistent with the fundamental fiduciary responsibility of oversight, the board has responsibility for institutional policies and procedures relative to quality of care. Increasingly, common law recognizes among a board’s non-delegable duties the duty to formulate, adopt, and enforce adequate rules and policies to ensure quality care for all of the organization’s patients and residents. Although boards appropriately may utilize the expertise of the medical staff and other professionals to address professional competency and quality issues, these professionals should work actively with the board to advance the institution’s quality agenda, to identify systemic deficiencies and to make appropriate recommendations for action. Periodic reviews with management of the quality of care provided to patients and evaluations of the adequacy of these policies in light of evolving standards, clinical practices, and claims experience or trends are consistent with board responsibilities.
D. Does the board have a formal orientation and continuing education process that helps members appreciate external quality and patient safety requirements? Does the board include members with expertise in patient safety and quality improvement issues?

In an era of increasing governance accountability, the boards of health care organizations are expected to understand and be involved in the assessment of performance on quality and patient safety initiatives of their organizations. An understanding of clinical quality measurements, the ability to read quality scorecards and spot red flags, and an appreciation of quality of care as a corporate governance issue may be critical to an effective board. Equally important, board members need a general understanding of national trends in health care quality. Collectively, these skills will enable the board to appreciate the interrelationship of patient safety, health care quality and performance measurement, as well as the business case for quality. For the same reasons a board has financial experts on its audit committee, health care organizations that provide or arrange for goods or services need members with competencies in quality and patient safety issues. With such resources, the board is better positioned to call for and evaluate meaningful quality information using recognized performance metrics from which to evaluate the organization’s clinical quality performance.

E. What information is essential to the board’s ability to understand and evaluate the organization’s quality assessment and performance improvement programs? Once these performance metrics and benchmarks are established, how frequently does the board receive reports about the quality improvement efforts?

The board should consider the nature and level of information it needs to oversee the quality of care in the organization. If there are too many quality indicators, the data may become overwhelming and the critical measures of success may be overlooked. The board may want to work with management and the organization’s medical leadership to identify a focused number of vital indicators that are probative of quality or indicative of changes in quality of patient care. In determining which performance measures to include in its “dashboard,” the board may want to consider the quality data reviewed by government agencies, the information subject to mandatory reporting requirements, and relevant industry benchmarks.

As part of its oversight of the quality of care delivered by subsidiaries, parent or system boards may have different information needs. While a grounding in quality and patient safety initiatives remains important, the parent board appropriately may rely on local boards to oversee clinical quality of the local facilities under its purview. In large health care systems, the parent board may exercise its governance responsibilities by focusing on the effectiveness of the local boards.

F. How are the organization’s quality assessment and improvement processes coordinated with its corporate compliance program? How are quality of care and patient safety issues addressed in the organization’s risk assessment and corrective action plans?

As discussed in Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Compliance, an effective corporate compliance program can be instrumental in the board’s exercise of its fiduciary duty of care. Increasingly, monitoring quality and patient safety issues is recognized as integral to promoting corporate compliance, as well as to risk management and organizational reputation. Use of regulatory compliance processes to continually assess the organization’s quality performance can assist in exposing deficiency patterns, which if not recognized and addressed in a timely and effective manner, may expose the organization to enforcement action. Accordingly, as quality improvement takes on increased significance in the organization’s compliance program, the board may want to assure itself that the compliance officer is collaborating with the organization’s clinical leadership.

G. What processes are in place to promote the reporting of quality concerns and medical errors and to protect those who ask questions and report problems? What guidelines exist for reporting quality and patient safety concerns to the board?

A lack of transparency in the organization’s response to concerns about quality and patient safety can contribute to a culture where problems are not addressed and are therefore likely to reoccur. Improving the effectiveness and safety of
services and quality of care requires participation by clinical staff at all levels. In fulfilling its duty of care, the board should consider verifying that the organization has a mechanism to encourage constructive criticism and reporting of errors. Effective compliance programs are structured to address “whistleblower” reporting and protections, and the organization should consider incorporating the reporting of quality and patient safety concerns into both existing compliance procedures and general operating practices.

H. Are human and other resources adequate to support patient safety and clinical quality? How are proposed changes in resource allocation evaluated from the perspective of clinical quality and patient care? Are systems in place to provide adequate resources to account for differences in patient acuity and care needs?

Participation in the federal health care programs requires that the health care organization deliver care of a quality that meets professionally recognized standards of care. When investigating allegations of substandard quality of care, the government will scrutinize whether the health care provider devoted sufficient resources to ensure that the care provided to patients or residents met basic quality requirements. Inadequate levels of professional and support staff, for example, may result in a pattern of substandard care. As part of its annual review of the organization’s operating plans and budget, the board should consider the impact of these resource allocation decisions on the quality of care and patient safety. For the same reason, the board should ensure that management has assessed the impact of staff reductions or other budget constraints on quality of care.

A companion area for oversight relates to approvals of new services and significant technology acquisitions. Inquiry regarding the scientific bases supporting the efficacy and safety of new services and the identification of supportive processes to ensure quality and safety of new technology and services may serve to protect financial resources as well as patient safety.

I. Do the organization's competency assessment and training, credentialing, and peer review processes adequately recognize the necessary focus on clinical quality and patient safety issues?

Boards rely heavily on the expertise of their medical staff and the integrity and comprehensiveness of its competency assessment and training, credentialing, and peer review processes to ensure the competency of clinical staff. Alignment of professional staff credentialing standards with quality data can advance a quality-driven model for the professional staff and allows the organization to take appropriate action when significant quality deficiencies are identified.

J. How are “adverse patient events” and other medical errors identified, analyzed, reported, and incorporated into the organization’s performance improvement activities? How do management and the board address quality deficiencies without unnecessarily increasing the organization’s liability exposure?

Providers operate under significant federal and state requirements relating to quality reporting and improvement. Hospitals, for example, are required to maintain an effective, data-driven quality assessment and improvement program as a condition of participation in the Medicare program. These programs must track quality indicators, including adverse patient events, and set performance improvement priorities that focus on high-risk or problem-prone areas. A growing number of states have mandatory reporting systems for at least some forms of adverse events occurring in acute care hospitals. For example, some states are mandating the reporting of “never events,” those errors in medical care that are clearly identifiable, preventable and serious in their consequences for patients. Examples of “never events” include surgery on the wrong body part, a mismatched blood transfusion, and severe “pressure ulcers” acquired in the hospital. In addition, there are other reporting requirements, including the peer review reporting provisions of the Health Care Quality Improvement Act, state peer review statutes, and the privilege and confidentiality provisions of the Patient Safety and
Quality Improvement Act of 2005. Although the application of these statutes to medical staff credentialing, peer review, and broader quality reporting and improvement activities may be challenging, greater organizational risks may lie in the failure to address known or foreseeable quality deficiencies.

Obviously, corporate boards and managers need to evaluate and address quality and patient safety issues but without unnecessarily increasing organizational exposure to liability resulting from the provision of deficient care. It is therefore important for the board to understand the scope of federal and state statutory protections given certain quality-related activities and to make reasonable inquiry to assure that management and the medical staff effectively manage this issue. A discussion with legal counsel on this topic may be helpful.

VII. Conclusion

Contemporary health care quality, patient safety, and cost efficiency initiatives provide an opportunity for health care organizations to make a positive difference to society while promoting their missions and enhancing their financial success. However, health care boards of directors will need to exercise their oversight responsibilities in this area diligently and assure that their organizations are pursuing these opportunities in compliance with evolving legal requirements. The comments and perspectives shared in this educational resource will, it is hoped, assist health care organization boards in exercising their duty of care as it relates to health care quality effectively, efficiently, and in a manner that will help improve the nation’s health care system.
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Introduction

Previous guidance has consistently emphasized the need for Boards to be fully engaged in their oversight responsibility. A critical element of effective oversight is the process of asking the right questions of management to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the organization’s compliance program, as well as the performance of those who develop and execute that program, and to make compliance a responsibility for all levels of management. Given heightened industry and professional interest in governance and transparency issues, this document seeks to provide practical tips for Boards as they work to effectuate their oversight role of their organizations’ compliance with State and Federal laws that regulate the health care industry. Specifically, this document addresses issues relating to a Board’s oversight and review of compliance program functions, including the: (1) roles of, and relationships between, the organization’s audit, compliance, and legal departments; (2) mechanism and process for issue-reporting within an organization; (3) approach to identifying regulatory risk; and (4) methods of encouraging enterprise-wide accountability for achievement of compliance goals and objectives.

A critical element of effective oversight is the process of asking the right questions....

Expectations for Board Oversight of Compliance Program Functions

A Board must act in good faith in the exercise of its oversight responsibility for its organization, including making inquiries to ensure: (1) a corporate information and reporting system exists and (2) the reporting system is adequate to assure the Board that appropriate information relating to compliance with applicable laws will come to its attention timely and as a matter of course. The existence of a corporate reporting system is a key compliance program element, which not only keeps the Board informed of the activities of the organization, but also enables an organization to evaluate and respond to issues of potentially illegal or otherwise inappropriate activity.

Boards are encouraged to use widely recognized public compliance resources as benchmarks for their organizations. The Federal Sentencing Guidelines (Guidelines), OIG’s voluntary compliance program guidance documents, and OIG Corporate Integrity Agreements (CIAs) can be used as baseline assessment tools for Boards and management in determining what specific functions may be necessary to meet the requirements of an effective compliance program. The Guidelines “offer incentives to organizations to reduce and ultimately eliminate criminal conduct by providing a structural foundation from which an organization may self-police its own conduct through an effective compliance and ethics program.” The compliance program guidance documents were developed by OIG to encourage the development and use of internal controls to monitor adherence to applicable statutes, regulations, and program requirements. CIAs impose specific structural and reporting requirements to

---

5 USSG Ch. 8, Intro. Comment.
promote compliance with Federal health care program standards at entities that have resolved fraud allegations.

Basic CIA elements mirror those in the Guidelines, but a CIA also includes obligations tailored to the organization and its compliance risks. Existing CIAs may be helpful resources for Boards seeking to evaluate their organizations’ compliance programs. OIG has required some settling entities, such as health systems and hospitals, to agree to Board-level requirements, including annual resolutions. These resolutions are signed by each member of the Board, or the designated Board committee, and detail the activities that have been undertaken to review and oversee the organization’s compliance with Federal health care program and CIA requirements. OIG has not required this level of Board involvement in every case, but these provisions demonstrate the importance placed on Board oversight in cases OIG believes reflect serious compliance failures.

Although compliance program design is not a “one size fits all” issue, Boards are expected to put forth a meaningful effort to review the adequacy of existing compliance systems and functions. Ensuring that management is aware of the Guidelines, compliance program guidance, and relevant CIAs is a good first step.

One area of inquiry for Board members of health care organizations should be the scope and adequacy of the compliance program in light of the size and complexity of their organizations. The Guidelines allow for variation according to “the size of the organization.”6 In accordance with the Guidelines,

---

6 USSG § 8B2.1, comment. (n. 2).
OIG recognizes that the design of a compliance program will depend on the size and resources of the organization. Additionally, the complexity of the organization will likely dictate the nature and magnitude of regulatory impact and thereby the nature and skill set of resources needed to manage and monitor compliance.

While smaller or less complex organizations must demonstrate the same degree of commitment to ethical conduct and compliance as larger organizations, the Government recognizes that they may meet the Guidelines requirements with less formality and fewer resources than would be expected of larger and more complex organizations. Smaller organizations may meet their compliance responsibility by “using available personnel, rather than employing separate staff, to carry out the compliance and ethics program.” Board members of such organizations may wish to evaluate whether the organization is “modeling its own compliance and ethics programs on existing, well-regarded compliance and ethics programs and best practices of other similar organizations.” The Guidelines also foresee that Boards of smaller organizations may need to become more involved in the organizations’ compliance and ethics efforts than their larger counterparts.

Boards should develop a formal plan to stay abreast of the ever-changing regulatory landscape and operating environment. The plan may involve periodic updates from informed staff or review of regulatory resources made available to them by staff. With an understanding of the dynamic regulatory environment, Boards will be in a position to ask more pertinent questions of management

7 Compliance Program for Individual and Small Group Physician Practices, 65 Fed. Reg. 59434, 59436 (Oct. 5, 2000) ("The extent of implementation [of the seven components of a voluntary compliance program] will depend on the size and resources of the practice. Smaller physician practices may incorporate each of the components in a manner that best suits the practice. By contrast, larger physician practices often have the means to incorporate the components in a more systematic manner."); Compliance Program Guidance for Nursing Facilities, 65 Fed. Reg. 14,289 (Mar. 16, 2000) (recognizing that smaller providers may not be able to outsource their screening process or afford to maintain a telephone hotline).
8 USSG § 8B2.1, comment. (n. 2).
9 Id.
10 Id.
and make informed strategic decisions regarding the organizations’ compliance programs, including matters that relate to funding and resource allocation. For instance, new standards and reporting requirements, as required by law, may, but do not necessarily, result in increased compliance costs for an organization. Board members may also wish to take advantage of outside educational programs that provide them with opportunities to develop a better understanding of industry risks, regulatory requirements, and how effective compliance and ethics programs operate. In addition, Boards may want management to create a formal education calendar that ensures that Board members are periodically educated on the organizations’ highest risks.

Finally, a Board can raise its level of substantive expertise with respect to regulatory and compliance matters by adding to the Board, or periodically consulting with, an experienced regulatory, compliance, or legal professional. The presence of a professional with health care compliance expertise on the Board sends a strong message about the organization’s commitment to compliance, provides a valuable resource to other Board members, and helps the Board better fulfill its oversight obligations. Board members are generally entitled to rely on the advice of experts in fulfilling their duties.\textsuperscript{11} OIG sometimes requires entities under a CIA to retain an expert in compliance or governance issues to assist the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities under the CIA.\textsuperscript{12} Experts can assist Boards and management in a variety of ways, including the identification of risk areas, provision of insight into best practices in governance, or consultation on other substantive or investigative matters.

\textsuperscript{11} See Del Code Ann. tit. 8, § 141(e) (2010); ABA Revised Model Business Corporation Act, §§ 8.30(e), (f)(2) Standards of Conduct for Directors.

\textsuperscript{12} See Corporate Integrity Agreements between OIG and Halifax Hospital Medical Center and Halifax Staffing, Inc. (2014, compliance and governance); Johnson & Johnson (2013); Dallas County Hospital District d/b/a Parkland Health and Hospital System (2013, compliance and governance); Forest Laboratories, Inc. (2010); Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation (2010); Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (2010); Synthes, Inc. (2010, compliance expert retained by Audit Committee); The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (2009, compliance expert retained by Audit Committee); Quest Diagnostics Incorporated (2009); Amerigroup Corporation (2008); Bayer HealthCare LLC (2008); and Tenet Healthcare Corporation (2006; retained by the Quality, Compliance, and Ethics Committee of the Board).
Roles and Relationships

Organizations should define the interrelationship of the audit, compliance, and legal functions in charters or other organizational documents. The structure, reporting relationships, and interaction of these and other functions (e.g., quality, risk management, and human resources) should be included as departmental roles and responsibilities are defined. One approach is for the charters to draw functional boundaries while also setting an expectation of cooperation and collaboration among those functions. One illustration is the following, recognizing that not all entities may possess sufficient resources to support this structure:

**The compliance function** promotes the prevention, detection, and resolution of actions that do not conform to legal, policy, or business standards. This responsibility includes the obligation to develop policies and procedures that provide employees guidance, the creation of incentives to promote employee compliance, the development of plans to improve or sustain compliance, the development of metrics to measure execution (particularly by management) of the program and implementation of corrective actions, and the development of reports and dashboards that help management and the Board evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

**The legal function** advises the organization on the legal and regulatory risks of its business strategies, providing advice and counsel to management and the Board about relevant laws and regulations that govern, relate to, or impact the organization. The function also defends the organization in legal proceedings and initiates legal proceedings against other parties if such action is warranted.

**The internal audit function** provides an objective evaluation of the existing risk and internal control systems and framework within an organization. Internal audits ensure monitoring functions are working as intended and identify where management monitoring and/or additional
Board oversight may be required. Internal audit helps management (and the compliance function) develop actions to enhance internal controls, reduce risk to the organization, and promote more effective and efficient use of resources. Internal audit can fulfill the auditing requirements of the Guidelines.

The human resources function manages the recruiting, screening, and hiring of employees; coordinates employee benefits; and provides employee training and development opportunities.

The quality improvement function promotes consistent, safe, and high quality practices within health care organizations. This function improves efficiency and health outcomes by measuring and reporting on quality outcomes and recommends necessary changes to clinical processes to management and the Board. Quality improvement is critical to maintaining patient-centered care and helping the organization minimize risk of patient harm.

Boards should be aware of, and evaluate, the adequacy, independence, and performance of different functions within an organization on a periodic basis. OIG believes an organization’s Compliance Officer should neither be counsel for the provider, nor be subordinate in function or position to counsel or the legal department, in any manner. While independent, an organization’s counsel and compliance officer should collaborate to further the interests of the organization. OIG’s position on separate compliance and legal functions reflects the independent roles and professional obligations of each function; 

13 Evaluation of independence typically includes assessing whether the function has uninhibited access to the relevant Board committees, is free from organizational bias through an appropriate administrative reporting relationship, and receives fair compensation adjustments based on input from any relevant Board committee.


15 See, generally, id.
the same is true for internal audit. To operate effectively, the compliance, legal, and internal audit functions should have access to appropriate and relevant corporate information and resources. As part of this effort, organizations will need to balance any existing attorney-client privilege with the goal of providing such access to key individuals who are charged with the responsibility for ensuring compliance, as well as properly reporting and remediating any violations of civil, criminal, or administrative law.

The Board should have a process to ensure appropriate access to information; this process may be set forth in a formal charter document approved by the Audit Committee of the Board or in other appropriate documents. Organizations that do not separate these functions (and some organizations may not have the resources to make this complete separation) should recognize the potential risks of such an arrangement. To partially mitigate these potential risks, organizations should provide individuals serving in multiple roles the capability to execute each function in an independent manner when necessary, including through reporting opportunities with the Board and executive management.

Boards should also evaluate and discuss how management works together to address risk, including the role of each in:

1. identifying compliance risks,
2. investigating compliance risks and avoiding duplication of effort,
3. identifying and implementing appropriate corrective actions and decision-making, and
4. communicating between the various functions throughout the process.

Boards should understand how management approaches conflicts or disagreements with respect to the resolution of compliance issues and how it decides on the appropriate course of action. The audit, compliance, and legal functions should speak a common language, at least to the Board and management, with respect to governance concepts, such as accountability, risk, compliance, auditing, and monitoring. Agreeing on the adoption of certain frameworks and definitions can help to develop such a common language.

**Reporting to the Board**

The Board should set and enforce expectations for receiving particular types of compliance-related information from various members of management. The Board should receive regular reports regarding the organization’s risk mitigation and compliance efforts—separately and independently—from a variety of key players, including those responsible for audit, compliance, human resources, legal, quality, and information technology. By engaging the leadership team and others deeper in the organization, the Board can identify who can provide relevant information about operations and operational risks. It may be helpful and productive for the Board to establish clear expectations for members of the management team and to hold them accountable for performing and informing the Board in accordance with those expectations. The Board may request the development of objective scorecards that measure how well management is executing the compliance program, mitigating risks, and implementing corrective action plans. Expectations could also include reporting information on internal and external investigations, serious issues raised in internal and external audits, hotline call activity, all allegations of material fraud or senior management misconduct, and all management exceptions to the organization’s
code of conduct and/or expense reimbursement policy. In addition, the Board should expect that management will address significant regulatory changes and enforcement events relevant to the organization’s business.

Boards of health care organizations should receive compliance and risk-related information in a format sufficient to satisfy the interests or concerns of their members and to fit their capacity to review that information. Some Boards use tools such as dashboards—containing key financial, operational and compliance indicators to assess risk, performance against budgets, strategic plans, policies and procedures, or other goals and objectives—in order to strike a balance between too much and too little information. For instance, Board quality committees can work with management to create the content of the dashboards with a goal of identifying and responding to risks and improving quality of care. Boards should also consider establishing a risk-based reporting system, in which those responsible for the compliance function provide reports to the Board when certain risk-based criteria are met. The Board should be assured that there are mechanisms in place to ensure timely reporting of suspected violations and to evaluate and implement remedial measures. These tools may also be used to track and identify trends in organizational performance against corrective action plans developed in response to compliance concerns. Regular internal reviews that provide a Board with a snapshot of where the organization is, and where it may be going, in terms of compliance and quality improvement, should produce better compliance results and higher quality services.

As part of its oversight responsibilities, the Board may want to consider conducting regular “executive sessions” (i.e., excluding senior management) with leadership from the compliance, legal, internal audit, and quality functions to encourage more open communication. Scheduling regular executive sessions creates a continuous expectation of open dialogue, rather than calling such a session only when a problem arises, and is helpful to avoid suspicion among management about why a special executive session is being called.
Identifying and Auditing Potential Risk Areas

Some regulatory risk areas are common to all health care providers. Compliance in health care requires monitoring of activities that are highly vulnerable to fraud or other violations. Areas of particular interest include referral relationships and arrangements, billing problems (e.g., upcoding, submitting claims for services not rendered and/or medically unnecessary services), privacy breaches, and quality-related events.

The Board should ensure that management and the Board have strong processes for identifying risk areas. Risk areas may be identified from internal or external information sources. For instance, Boards and management may identify regulatory risks from internal sources, such as employee reports to an internal compliance hotline or internal audits. External sources that may be used to identify regulatory risks might include professional organization publications, OIG-issued guidance, consultants, competitors, or news media. When failures or problems in similar organizations are publicized, Board members should ask their own management teams whether there are controls and processes in place to reduce the risk of, and to identify, similar misconduct or issues within their organizations.

The Board should ensure that management consistently reviews and audits risk areas, as well as develops, implements, and monitors corrective action plans. One of the reasonable steps an organization is expected to take
under the Guidelines is “monitoring and auditing to detect criminal conduct.”

Audits can pinpoint potential risk factors, identify regulatory or compliance problems, or confirm the effectiveness of compliance controls. Audit results that reflect compliance issues or control deficiencies should be accompanied by corrective action plans.

Recent industry trends should also be considered when designing risk assessment plans. Compliance functions tasked with monitoring new areas of risk should take into account the increasing emphasis on quality, industry consolidation, and changes in insurance coverage and reimbursement. New forms of reimbursement (e.g., value-based purchasing, bundling of services for a single payment, and global payments for maintaining and improving the health of individual patients and even entire populations) lead to new incentives and compliance risks. Payment policies that align payment with quality care have placed increasing pressure to conform to recommended quality guidelines and improve quality outcomes. New payment models have also incentivized consolidation among health care providers and more employment and contractual relationships (e.g., between hospitals and physicians). In light of the fact that statutes applicable to provider-physician relationships are very broad, Boards of entities that have financial relationships with referral sources or recipients should ask how their organizations are reviewing these arrangements for compliance with the physician self-referral (Stark) and anti-kickback laws. There should also be a clear understanding between the Board and management as to how the entity will approach and implement those relationships and what level of risk is acceptable in such arrangements.

Emerging trends in the health care industry to increase transparency can present health care organizations with opportunities and risks. For example, the Government is collecting and publishing data on health outcomes and quality measures (e.g., Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Quality Compare Measures), Medicare payment data are now publicly available (e.g.,

17 See USSG § 8B2.1(b)(5).
18 See USSG § 8B2.1(c).
CMS physician payment data), and the Sunshine Rule\textsuperscript{19} offers public access to data on payments from the pharmaceutical and device industries to physicians. Boards should consider all beneficial use of this newly available information. For example, Boards may choose to compare accessible data against organizational peers and incorporate national benchmarks when assessing organizational risk and compliance. Also, Boards of organizations that employ physicians should be cognizant of the relationships that exist between their employees and other health care entities and whether those relationships could have an impact on such matters as clinical and research decision-making. Because so much more information is becoming public, Boards may be asked significant compliance-oriented questions by various stakeholders, including patients, employees, government officials, donors, the media, and whistleblowers.

**Encouraging Accountability and Compliance**

Compliance is an enterprise-wide responsibility. While audit, compliance, and legal functions serve as advisors, evaluators, identifiers, and monitors of risk and compliance, it is the responsibility of the entire organization to execute the compliance program.

In an effort to support the concept that compliance is “a way of life,” a Board may assess employee performance in promoting and adhering to compliance.\textsuperscript{20} An organization may assess individual, department, or facility-level performance or consistency in executing the compliance program. These assessments can then be used to either withhold incentives or to provide bonuses.


based on compliance and quality outcomes. Some companies have made participation in annual incentive programs contingent on satisfactorily meeting annual compliance goals. Others have instituted employee and executive compensation claw-back/recoupment provisions if compliance metrics are not met. Such approaches mirror Government trends. For example, OIG is increasingly requiring certifications of compliance from managers outside the compliance department. Through a system of defined compliance goals and objectives against which performance may be measured and incentivized, organizations can effectively communicate the message that everyone is ultimately responsible for compliance.

Governing Boards have multiple incentives to build compliance programs that encourage self-identification of compliance failures and to voluntarily disclose such failures to the Government. For instance, providers enrolled in Medicare or Medicaid are required by statute to report and refund any overpayments under what is called the 60 Day Rule. The 60-Day Rule requires all Medicare and Medicaid participating providers and suppliers to report and refund known overpayments within 60 days from the date the overpayment is “identified” or within 60 days of the date when any corresponding cost report is due. Failure to follow the 60-Day Rule can result in False Claims Act or civil monetary penalty liability. The final regulations, when released, should provide additional guidance and clarity as to what it means to “identify” an overpayment. However, as an example, a Board would be well served by asking management about its efforts to develop policies for identifying and returning overpayments. Such an inquiry would inform the Board about how proactive the organization’s compliance program may be in correcting and remediating compliance issues.

21 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7k.
22 Medicare Program; Reporting and Returning of Overpayments, 77 Fed. Reg. 9179, 9182 (Feb. 16, 2012) (Under the proposed regulations interpreting this statutory requirement, an overpayment is “identified” when a person “has actual knowledge of the existence of the overpayment or acts in reckless disregard or deliberate ignorance of the overpayment.”) disregard or deliberate ignorance of the overpayment.); Medicare Program; Reporting and Returning of Overpayments; Extensions of Timeline for Publication of the Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 8247 (Feb. 17, 2015).
Organizations that discover a violation of law often engage in an internal analysis of the benefits and costs of disclosing—and risks of failing to disclose—such violation to OIG and/or another governmental agency. Organizations that are proactive in self-disclosing issues under OIG’s Self-Disclosure Protocol realize certain benefits, such as (1) faster resolution of the case—the average OIG self-disclosure is resolved in less than one year; (2) lower payment—OIG settles most self-disclosure cases for 1.5 times damages rather than for double or treble damages and penalties available under the False Claims Act; and (3) exclusion release as part of settlement with no CIA or other compliance obligations. OIG believes that providers have legal and ethical obligations to disclose known violations of law occurring within their organizations. Boards should ask management how it handles the identification of probable violations of law, including voluntary self-disclosure of such issues to the Government.

As an extension of their oversight of reporting mechanisms and structures, Boards would also be well served by evaluating whether compliance systems and processes encourage effective communication across the organizations and whether employees feel confident that raising compliance concerns, questions, or complaints will result in meaningful inquiry without retaliation or retribution. Further, the Board should request and receive sufficient information to evaluate the appropriateness of management’s responses to identified violations of the organization’s policies or Federal or State laws.

**Conclusion**

A health care governing Board should make efforts to increase its knowledge of relevant and emerging regulatory risks, the role and functioning of the organization’s compliance program in the face of those risks, and the flow and elevation of reporting of potential issues and problems to

---


24 See id., at 2 (“we believe that using the [Self-Disclosure Protocol] may mitigate potential exposure under section 1128J(d) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1320a-7k(d).”)
senior management. A Board should also encourage a level of compliance accountability across the organization. A Board may find that not every measure addressed in this document is appropriate for its organization, but every Board is responsible for ensuring that its organization complies with relevant Federal, State, and local laws. The recommendations presented in this document are intended to assist Boards with the performance of those activities that are key to their compliance program oversight responsibilities. Ultimately, compliance efforts are necessary to protect patients and public funds, but the form and manner of such efforts will always be dependent on the organization’s individual situation.
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## Appendix A.
**Sample Board Skills Matrix**
*(for customization)*

Name of Organization: ___________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board's Strategic Imperatives (edit as needed)</th>
<th>Current Need</th>
<th>Future Need</th>
<th>Current/ Ongoing Need</th>
<th>Skills Currently Provided by: (skills not exclusive to directors listed)</th>
<th>Examples of Individuals Who Bring This Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Legislator; lawyer; public or elected official; marketing, media, or philanthropy expert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction/Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Architect; engineer; real estate executive; developer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lawyer; chief executive or consultant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Investment analyst/broker; banker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance/Accounting/Compliance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Finance or accounting officer; controller; banker; lawyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing/Communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Market research or media executive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Quality and Safety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physician, nurse, or other healthcare professional; industry expert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Services/ Community Outreach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social service or public health professional; clergy; civic volunteer leader; media executive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Streams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health insurance payer/ HMO executive; foundation executive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy/Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chief executive; planning/ policy expert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Executive-level specialist from academia, business, healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Educator; HR professional; consultant; major employer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B.
Sample Competency-Based Selection Guidelines for Boards of Directors
(custmize as appropriate for your board)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Competencies</th>
<th>Essential Competencies</th>
<th>Desirable Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Required of ALL board members</td>
<td>Should be present in the board AS A WHOLE and, therefore, be strong attributes of one or more but not necessarily all members</td>
<td>These characteristics would be an asset to the board at the present time, given the strategic priorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **A demonstrated commitment to the organization’s mission, vision, values, and ethical responsibilities and to the communities and consumers we serve**
  - Knowledge of, or ties to, the communities and consumers served by the organization (refers to broad knowledge of communities and consumers)
  - Particular knowledge of community benefit issues and health needs in the communities served throughout the region (e.g., needs of poorer communities and vulnerable populations)

- **A demonstrated willingness to devote the time necessary to board work, including board education**
  - High-level executive experience in a business or educational organization
  - Managed care background or experience

- **A demonstrated capability to exercise leadership, teamwork/consensus-building, systems thinking, and sound judgment on difficult and complex matters that come before a governing body**
  - Financial background and expertise
  - Legal background or experience

- **Personal integrity and objectivity, including no conflicts of interest that would prevent a board member from discharging his or her responsibilities**
  - Experience and expertise in a healthcare field
  - Human resources, employee benefits, or executive compensation experience or background

- **Physicians for the knowledge and perspective they bring**
  - High level of community and regional visibility

- **Diversity of experience, backgrounds, gender, and ethnic origin; representative of economically disadvantaged citizens**
  - Quality assessment/improvement background or experience

- **Knowledgeable about healthcare marketplace in our region and related issues potentially affecting our organization**

- **Knowledgeable about post-acute care issues**

- **Large non-public business experience (100+ employees)**

- **Small business experience (less than 100 employees)**
Bartlett Regional Hospital

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BYLAWS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>VOTING MAJORITIES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BYLAWS</strong> Recommendation to Adopt, Amend or Repeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0131 - Page 3) Prevailing vote of at least six members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REMOVAL OF BOARD MEMBER RECOMMENDATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0144 - Page 4) Prevailing vote of at least six members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUORUM - BOARD MEETING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0162 – Page 10) Five members of the board shall constitute a quorum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOTING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0172 – Page 12) Prevailing vote of at least five members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0211 - Page 16) Prevailing vote of a majority of the Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100  BOARD OF DIRECTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0110  Name and Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111  Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0112  Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0120  Authority and General Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0121  Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0122  General Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0123  Contracting Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0130  Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0131  Legislative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0132  Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0140  Membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0141  Number and Appointments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0142  Expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0143  Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0144  Vacancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0145  Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0146  Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0150  Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0151  Organization Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0152  Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0153  Committees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0154  Committee Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0155  Board Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0160  Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0161  Parliamentary Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0162  Quorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0163  Presiding Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0164  Call of meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0165  Notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0170  Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0171  Conflict of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0172  Voting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0173  Executive Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0174  Hearing of Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0176  Adjournment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0177  Code of Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0180  Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0181  Official Minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The governing body of the Bartlett Regional Hospital shall be known as the Board of Directors.

0112 PURPOSE

1. To provide for the management of facilities, personnel and services designed to diagnose and treat patients. Quality patient care shall be provided to all persons without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, sexual stereotyping, gender identity, disability, pregnancy, parenthood, marital status, or change in marital status.

2. To provide appropriate facilities and services to best serve the needs of patients; to improve the standards of health care; to encourage education and training of hospital employees and staff appointees; and to maintain the quality of patient care that is achievable with resources available.

3. To carry on education activities for the promotion of health in the community.

4. To manage, operate or participate insofar as hospital policy, circumstances and available funds may warrant, any activity designed and carried on to promote general health in the community.
0121 AUTHORITY

The Board of Directors is constituted, authorized, and governed by the Charter and Ordinances of the City and Borough of Juneau.  
(CBJ Charter, Article III, Section 3.15; C.B.J. Chapter 40.05)

0122 GENERAL POWERS

Subject to state laws and other City and Borough Ordinances, CBJ 40.05.020 provides in part that the Board of Directors shall be responsible for the operation of all licensed hospitals owned or leased by the City and Borough according to the best interests of the public’s health, shall make and enforce all rules and regulations necessary for the administration of hospitals under its management, shall prescribe the terms under which patients shall be admitted thereto and shall establish and enforce standards of operation. The Board shall, within the hospital appropriation, establish and may amend the pay plan for hospital employees.

0123 CONTRACTING AUTHORITY

The Board is responsible for approving all contracts for supplies, services, or professional services, or amendments thereto, relating to the Board’s power and authority as established by CBJ 40.05.020. No contract may be approved unless the contract complies with the CBJ Charter and CBJ Municipal Code. Unless otherwise provided by law, the Board may delegate to the CEO authority to negotiate and/or execute all contracts, or may establish parameters by contract type and/or dollar amount, for the exercise of such authority with or without approval of the Board.
0131 LEGISLATIVE

1. The Board of Directors shall recommend bylaws and provide policies and procedures for the administration and governance of the hospitals, which bylaws shall become effective upon approval of the City and Borough Assembly by resolution. The Assembly may accept the bylaws recommended by the Board, may reject such bylaws or may modify them. A manual of bylaws shall be maintained. (CBJ 40.05.030) Policies and procedures shall become effective after being adopted by the Board of Directors. A manual of policies and procedures of the BRH Board shall be maintained and established as the Board Manual.

2. At least annually, the Governance Committee shall review the bylaws as expeditiously as is reasonable under the circumstances.

3. The Governance Committee’s recommended revisions to the bylaws, if any, shall be reviewed by the Board at a regular meeting and final Board action taken at a subsequent Board meeting.

4. Any changes approved by the prevailing vote of at least six members of the Board shall be submitted to the CBJ Assembly for approval by resolution.

0132 EVALUATION

The Board of Directors shall annually evaluate its performance against the strategic plan and against the goals and objectives established by the Board.
0141 NUMBER AND APPOINTMENTS

The Board of Directors shall consist of nine members appointed by the Assembly for staggered three-year terms. Board members shall serve at the pleasure of the Assembly. Up to two members of the hospital Board of Directors may be physicians in the community appointed from a list of those names submitted by the hospital medical staff. Terms shall commence on January first. (CBJ 40.05.010)

0142 EXPECTATIONS

A voting member shall show willingness to give as much time as is reasonably requested or required. The applicant must be willing to accept responsibility for governance, including availability to participate actively in board and committee activities; to provide effective governance and to utilize experience in organizational and community activities.

0143 TERM

The term of membership shall be three years and until a successor takes office, except that a member appointed to fill a vacancy shall serve for the un-expired term.

0144 VACANCY

In addition to the vacancy provisions set out in CBJ 40.05.050, the following provisions shall apply:

1. A recommendation to the Assembly for removal of a board member may be made upon the prevailing vote of at least six members of the Board.

2. A Board member may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Assembly, with a copy to the President of the Board. Such resignation shall take effect on the date of receipt or at any later time specified.
0145 COMPENSATION

1. Board members shall not be compensated for services rendered in their capacities as board or board committee members. However, nothing herein contained shall be construed to preclude any board member or committee member from receiving reimbursement for expenses incurred in serving the hospital as a board member.

2. Before any reimbursement for expenses is made, receipts of such expenses must be submitted to the Administrator.

3. The Board of Directors may maintain membership in any local, state or national group or association organized and operated for the promotion of the public health and welfare or the advancement of the efficiency of hospital administration and, in connection therewith, the hospital will pay dues and fees thereto.

   (CBJ 40.05.070)

0146 TRAINING

The Board shall provide training to board members on the duties and functions of the Board, the general operations of the hospital, and the history of the hospital and its relationship with the community.

1. Each new board member will be given, not later than their first regular meeting as a board member and for their use and possession for the duration of their term, a copy of CBJ Title 40 Hospitals, the Board Bylaws, the Board Manual and any other documents as deemed appropriate.

2. The Board shall provide ongoing education on board governance, compliance responsibilities, and the health care industry.
ORGANIZATION MEETING

The Board shall elect annually from its members a President, Vice President, Secretary and such other officers as it deems necessary.  
(CBJ Section 40.05.040)

OFFICERS

1. The officers of the Board shall be a President, a Vice President, and a Secretary.

2. Officers shall be elected annually according to the schedule in the Board Manual, and each shall hold office for a one year term and until successors shall have been elected. Officers shall serve at the pleasure of the Board.

3. Any officer may resign their office at any time by giving written notice to the Board. Such resignation shall take effect on the date of receipt or at any later time specified.

4. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board, and shall be an ex-officio voting member of all committees except the nominating committee. The President shall be the Chairperson of the Executive Committee.

5. The Vice-President shall act as President in the absence of the President, and when so acting, shall have the power and authority of the President. The Vice President shall succeed to the office of President for the unexpired term if that office becomes vacant.

6. The Secretary shall ensure the retention of minutes of all meetings of the Board and board committees, and shall ensure appropriate public notice is given for all meetings of the Board and its committees in accordance with these bylaws or as required by law. The Secretary shall ensure that the records and reports of the Board are kept as required by law.

7. Upon a vacancy in the office of Vice President, or Secretary, the Board shall hold an election at its next regular meeting to fill such vacancy for the unexpired term.

COMMITTEES

1. The President shall establish the following standing committees: an Executive Committee, a Finance Committee, a Governance Committee, Compliance and Audit Committee, a Planning Committee, a Quality Committee and a Joint Conference Committee. The Board shall assign such duties and responsibilities to the committees or appoint such other committees as it deems necessary.
2. The President shall appoint the Chair and members of all committees.

3. With the exception of the Executive Committee, committees of the Board shall, when specifically charged to do so by the Board, conduct studies, make recommendations to the Board, and act in an advisory capacity, but shall not take action on behalf of the Board.

4. Unless otherwise determined by the Board, committees shall consist of no fewer than two board members and shall serve until the committee is discharged.

5. A board member may request or refuse appointment to a committee and the refusal to serve on any one committee shall not be grounds for failure to appoint that board member to another committee.

6. A committee shall be convened by the Chair or designee who shall report for the committee. The chair shall ensure that minutes will be kept and submitted for Board review.

7. The Board may assign the functions of any management and/or board committee, except the Executive Committee, to combined or new committees, or to the Board acting as a Committee of the Whole.

8. The Administrator shall, unless otherwise expressly provided, be a non-voting ex-officio member of all Board committees.

154 COMMITTEE FUNCTIONS

1. **Executive Committee**

   The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, Vice President, Secretary, and, when appropriate, the Immediate Past President. The President shall be Chair of the Executive Committee and in their absence the Vice President shall be Chair. The Immediate Past President shall serve as an ex-officio voting member on the Executive Committee only for a term of one year following their last term as President. The Executive Committee shall be empowered to transact all regular business of the hospital during the interim between meetings of the Board, provided that any action it may take shall not conflict with the policies of the Board. Any action taken by the Executive Committee shall be reported at the next regular meeting of the Board and may be rescinded by Board action at the meeting.
2. **Finance Committee**

The Finance Committee shall consist of a chair and two members appointed by the President. The duties and responsibilities of the Finance Committee are to review and make recommendations to the Board concerning all matters affecting the financial condition of the hospital, including but not limited to, the annual budget and capital budget matters referred to the committee by the President.

A. The Finance Committee will review the annual budget prepared, and submitted to the Board, by the hospital administrator.

B. Not later than April 1, the Finance Committee will complete its review, and forward the budget to the Board for approval and submission to the City and Borough Manager, as provided in CBJ 40.25.020.

C. The year-end audited financial reports by an outside auditing firm shall be reviewed by the Finance Committee and the committee shall report conclusions to the Board at the next board meeting.

3. **Governance Committee**

The Governance Committee shall consist of a chair and two members appointed by the President. The duties and responsibilities of the Governance Committee are to assist and make recommendations to the Board in the areas of Board governance, development, performance and effectiveness.

A. The Committee will review Board bylaws and forward its recommended revisions, if any, to the Board on at least an annual basis and will periodically review and make recommendations to the Board, as needed, for revisions to the Board manual.

B. The Committee will monitor current standards, regulations and general expert commentary on corporate governance practices and procedures and will review and make recommendations to the Board on all matters of governance, including governance practices and procedures.

C. The Committee will review and make recommendations to the Board for Board member training and education, and will establish criteria for, and guide the Board in, an annual self-evaluation of Board performance.

4. **Compliance and Audit Committee**

The Compliance and Audit Committee shall consist of a chair and two members appointed by the President. The duties and responsibilities of the Compliance and Audit Committee shall be to assist and make recommendations to the Board in its oversight of the Hospital’s Compliance Program.

A. The Committee will oversee and ensure the Hospital’s development and implementation of Compliance Program guidelines and procedures, and the Hospital’s compliance education and training.
B. The Committee will oversee and ensure the Hospital’s maintenance of internal controls, systems, processes, resources and channels of communication for identifying, reporting and investigating compliance violations or concerns, and implementing corrective action.

C. The Committee will oversee and review periodic reports regarding compliance activities and investigations and ensure the conduct of regular internal and/or external audits and surveys to verify adherence to the Hospital’s compliance guidelines and procedures.

5. Planning Committee

The Planning Committee shall consist of a Chair and two members appointed by the President. The Planning Committee shall provide information to the Board on changes and trends in the health care field that may influence the growth and development of the hospital.

A. The Committee may assist in the preparation and modification of long-range and short-range plans to ensure that the total hospital program is attuned to meeting the health care needs of the community served by the hospital. Any plan should coordinate the hospital services with those of other health care facilities and related community resources.

B. The Board shall provide for institutional planning by including the Administration, the Medical Staff, the Nursing Department, other department/services, and appropriate advisors in the planning process with participation at the Planning Committee meetings.

C. Maintenance and building issues will be referred to the Planning Committee.

6. Quality Committee

The Quality Committee shall consist of a Chair and two members appointed by the President.

A. The Quality Committee shall provide information to the Board concerning the hospital quality assurance program and the mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating quality, identifying and resolving problems, and identifying opportunities to improve patient care.

B. One member of the Quality Committee shall be appointed annually by the Board to serve as Board liaison to the staff Quality Improvement Committee (QIC)

C. The Board shall meet its quality assurance goals by involving the Administration, the Medical Staff, the Nursing Department, and appropriate advisors regarding quality assurance through participation on the Quality Committee.
7. **Joint Conference Committee**

The Joint Conference Committee shall consist of the Executive Committee of the Board, the Executive Committee of the Medical Staff and representatives from Administration. The President of the Board will chair the Joint Conference Committee. In the absence of the Board President, the Board Vice President will serve as Chair of the Committee.

The purpose of this Committee is to provide a forum for communications between the Medical Staff and the Board of Directors.

8. **Ad Hoc Committees**

Ad hoc committees may be appointed by the President for special tasks. Upon completion of the task for which appointed, such ad hoc committees shall be discharged.

**0155  BOARD CALENDAR**

The Board shall conduct its business by reference to a calendar which specifies the month or date that decisions, resolutions, deliberations, notices, and reports must be made, instituted or received by the Board.

**0161  PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY**

Meetings shall be conducted under Robert's Rules of Order, using the edition currently adopted by the City and Borough of Juneau, and such amendments of these rules as may be adopted by the Board.

**0162  QUORUM**

Five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum, and no business shall be conducted in the absence of a quorum, other than to adjourn a meeting to a later date. (CBJ Charter 3.12(e))

**0163  PRESIDING OFFICER**
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board. In the absence, disability, or disqualification of the President, the Vice President shall preside. In the absence, disability, or disqualification of the President and Vice President, the Secretary shall preside. In the absence, disability, removal, or disqualification of the President, Vice President, and Secretary, the person with the longest period of current consecutive service on the Board shall preside.

0164 CALL OF MEETINGS

1. Regular meetings shall be held at least once a month, as provided in CBJ 40.05.060.

2. Special meetings not regularly scheduled may be called by the President or upon the presentation of a petition requesting such a meeting and endorsed by a majority of the voting members of the Board.

3. All meetings of the Board and committees of the Board shall be open to the public, except as otherwise provided by law.

4. A member may participate via telephone in a Board meeting, or a Committee meeting, if the member declares that circumstances prevent physical attendance at the meeting. If the President participates by telephone, the Vice-President will preside at the meeting. No more than the first three members for a Board meeting, or one member for a Committee meeting, to contact the Administrator may participate via telephone at any one meeting. A member participating by telephone shall be counted as present for purposes of quorum, discussion and voting. If the telephone connection is lost and the member is necessary to achieve a quorum, the meeting shall be at ease, recess or adjourn as necessary until the connection is established or restored.

0165 NOTICE

1. The President shall notify each Board member, in writing and no later than three days in advance of the meeting, of the time, date, location, and, to the extent it is known, the agenda of any regular meeting. Notice of the time, date, location and purpose of a special Board meeting shall be given to board members no later than twenty-four hours in advance of the meeting.

2. Reasonable public notice shall be given for all meetings. Notice of all Board meetings and committee meetings shall be delivered to newspapers of general circulation in the municipality and to the commercial radio and television stations operating in the municipality at least 24 hours prior to such meetings.
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In calling a special meeting this notice shall state the business for the transaction of which the special meeting has been called and no business other than that stated in the notice shall be transacted at such special meeting.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Board members shall be governed by the CBJ Charter, Section 15.1 and CBJ Chapter 01.45 with respect to conflict of interest.

MOTIONS/VOTING

1. The prevailing vote of at least five members of the Board shall be required for official action except that the prevailing vote may be reduced by one vote for every two members of the board who are present but who do not vote because of a conflict, as more fully set out in CBJ Charter 3.16(e).

2. A board member with a declared conflict of interest on an issue shall be excused from voting by the President and must abstain from any discussion and/or the vote on the issue. If the President declares a conflict of interest, the President shall excuse themselves.

3. A vote may be taken by voice, show of hands or roll call. If one or more members are participating telephonically, the vote of all members shall be taken by voice or roll call. Proxy voting shall not be permitted. At the request of any member, the Board shall be polled.

EXECUTIVE SESSIONS

1. If permitted subjects are to be discussed at a meeting in executive session, the meeting must first be convened as a public meeting and the question of holding an executive session to discuss matters that come within the exceptions set forth below shall be determined by a majority vote of the Board. The motion to convene in executive session must clearly and with specificity describe the subject of the proposed executive session without defeating the purpose of addressing the subject in private. No subjects may be considered at the executive session except those mentioned in the motion calling for the executive session unless auxiliary to the main question. No action may be taken at the executive session, except to give direction to an attorney or labor negotiator regarding the handling of a specific legal matter or pending labor negotiations.

The following subjects may be considered in an executive session:

A. Matters the immediate knowledge of which would clearly have an adverse effect upon the finances of the public entity;

B. Subjects that tend to prejudice the reputation and character of any person, provided the person may request a public discussion;

C. Matters which by law, municipal charter, or ordinances are required to be confidential.
D. Matters involving consideration of government records that by law are not subject to public disclosure.

2. Any executive session where the subject to be discussed tends to prejudice the reputation and character of any person shall require advance notification of the person and the opportunity for the person to request a public discussion.

3. Board members participating via telephone in a meeting in which an executive session is called, may participate in the executive session only after verifying, on the record and before the session, that the member is alone, in a private place and able to maintain and safeguard the private status of the telephone call for the duration of the session. If at any time the privacy of the call becomes in question any member or invited attendee in the session may request re-verification of the caller’s privacy status.
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0174 HEARING OF PUBLIC

Members of the public present at the meeting of the Board shall be offered a reasonable opportunity to be heard in accordance with Board policy.

0176 ADJOURNMENT

The Board may at any time recess or adjourn a meeting to a time and place certain. Upon resuming, the Board shall commence business at the point in the agenda where the motion to recess or adjourn was adopted.

0177 CODE OF ETHICS

Members of the Board, including ex officio members, shall at all times abide by and conform to the CBJ Conflict of Interest Code (CBJ 01.45) and to the following code of ethics in their capacity as board members:

1. Members of the Board of Directors will conduct the business affairs for the Hospital in good faith and with honesty, integrity and due diligence.

2. Members of the Board of Directors will exercise proper authority and good judgment in their dealings with staff, patients, and the general public and will respond to all in a responsible, respectful, and professional manner.

3. Each member of the Board of Directors will use his or her best efforts to regularly participate in board activities and will perform his or her duties in a responsible manner.

4. Upon termination of service, a retiring board member will promptly return to the Hospital all property entrusted to the Board member for the purpose of fulfilling his or her responsibilities.
The Board of Directors must act at all times in the best interests of the Hospital and not for personal or third-party gain or financial enrichment. When encountering potential conflicts of interest, board members will consult and adhere to CBJ 01.45, including, as required, removing themselves from all discussion and voting on the matter. Board members shall avoid placing, or the appearance of placing, their own self-interest or any third-party interest above that of the Hospital which shall include:

A. Not using board membership or the Hospital's staff, resources or property for personal or third-party gain; not representing that their authority as a board member extends any further than that to which it actually extends;

B. Not engaging in any outside business, professional or other activities that would materially adversely affect the Hospital;

C. Not soliciting or accepting gifts, gratuities, free trips, honoraria, personal property, or any other item of value from any person or entity as a direct or indirect inducement to provide special treatment to such donor with respect to matters pertaining to the Hospital;

D. Providing goods or services to the Hospital as a paid vendor only after full disclosure to the Board.
0181 OFFICIAL MINUTES

1. The Board shall keep minutes of all of its board meetings and board committee meetings and a record of all proceedings of the Board.

2. All minutes shall be filed in the office of the Administrator in a minutes book as the permanent record of the acts of the Board.

3. The minutes shall show the time and place, the members present, the members absent, the subjects considered, the actions taken, the vote taken, and any other information required by law.

4. Motions to convene and the subject matter(s) to be discussed in executive session shall be clearly reflected in the minutes.

5. Copies of all written reports received at a Board or committee meeting shall be attached to the minutes for that meeting.
0211 APPOINTMENT

The Chief Executive Officer of the hospital shall be a hospital administrator appointed by the Board, after consultation with the CBJ City Manager, only upon affirmative vote of a majority of the Board. (CBJ 40.10.010) (40.05.020(d))

0212 VACANCY

Whenever a vacancy occurs, the succession plan as described in the Board Manual will be implemented.

0223 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In addition to the duties and responsibilities set out in CBJ 40.10.020:

1. The Administrator shall have the duties and responsibilities with respect to the Board as described in the Board Manual.

2. The Administrator shall fulfill the duties set forth in the administrator’s job description.

0241 ANNUAL EVALUATION

Annually, or more frequently as the Board deems necessary, the Board shall review the performance of the Administrator. The President of the Board shall inform the Administrator of the results this evaluation. Minutes of the Board meeting shall document the evaluation of the Administrator.
0321 MEDICAL STAFF ORGANIZATION AND BYLAWS

The Board serves as the Governing Body for the hospital. The Medical Staff is responsible to the Board for the clinical and scientific work of the hospital and shall, with approval of the Board, adopt bylaws, rules, regulations and policies for the proper conduct of its work and eligibility for appointment to the hospital medical staff. The Medical Staff bylaws shall be submitted to the Board for its approval and shall not become effective until approved by the Board. The bylaws shall include provisions for hearings on applications for membership on the Medical Staff that are consistent with the requirements of due process, federal law, state law, and these bylaws. When the Medical Staff reviews or revises its bylaws, rules, regulations and policies it will submit its recommendations for amendment to the Board for its review and approval. (CBJ 40.15.040)

Neither the Medical Staff nor the Board may unilaterally amend the staff bylaws.

0322 SELF-GOVERNING

The Medical Staff shall be self-governing with respect to the professional work performed in the hospital. It shall:

1. Designate one of its members as Chief of Staff.

2. Hold regular meetings in accordance with Medical Staff bylaws, for which minutes and records of attendance shall be kept.

3. Review and analyze at regular intervals the clinical experience of the Hospital. Medical records of patients shall be the basis for such review and analysis. (CBJ 40.15.050)

0351 ACTIONS AND DECISIONS

In accordance with the Medical Staff bylaws adopted pursuant to CBJ 40.15.030 the Board, after appropriate action by the Medical Staff, shall take action or make a decision on Medical Staff matters, including applications for membership, clinical privileges and professional discipline matters.
0361 REVIEW OF ACTIONS AND DECISIONS

The Medical Staff bylaws shall include procedures for hearings whereby the applicant or member of the Medical Staff shall be afforded a hearing in connection with a request for a review of a decision or action taken pursuant to Section 0351 of these bylaws.

0365 REAPPLICATION FOLLOWING DENIAL OR REVOCATION

If an application for membership on the Medical Staff or renewal of membership is denied by the Board, or if the Board revokes the membership of a staff member, the applicant may reapply for appointment to the Medical Staff after the expiration of two years from the date of such denial, unless the Board provides otherwise in the formal written denial.

0371 BOARD OBLIGATION TO THE MEDICAL STAFF

The Board, through the administrator, shall ensure that the Medical Staff is provided with the administrative assistance necessary to conduct quality assurance activities in accordance with the hospital's Quality Review Plan. This includes the services of the medical record department, and any other administrative or technical assistance deemed necessary and appropriate to facilitate the Medical Staff's conduct of quality review activities. The nature and the frequency of submission of required reports shall be in accordance with the hospital's Quality Review Plan and the Medical Staff bylaws, rules and regulations.